Program limits School's growth

The graduate school has only one hindrance—each graduate program deals only with education. If a student has any professional major, he must go elsewhere for any graduate work.

This division of schools permits the specific school to provide better service to the students in admissions, program planning and continuing education. Also, it provides more direct communication and cooperation with the departments of the other schools in the development of graduate school studies and policy formation.

The program provides for a more functional administrative units relative to other administrative offices.

For those students interested in teaching the program here is very good; and the program of hiring graduate assistants is good.
ROTC lessons
Draft decisions

Offering an alternative to the draft and enabling a man to become a second lieutenant commissioned officer upon entering the service, is the main advantage of the ROTC program.

This fairly new program at KSC is in very fine shape in the way of facilities, operating with a building only one year old.

Being new this department has not been faced with confrontations of any sort. The program is able to look to the future and learn from other schools mistakes.
... teaching is a job and money
... getting inside students and really educating is a way of life.
Greeks

—a system within a system
Greeks: a system within a system

The value of the Greek system in undergoing considerable criticism in this age of "new independence." Could it be possible that the system has been affected by this upsurge of long-hairs, liberals and "undesirables"? Much evidence of this has been noticed on this campus, particularly this year.

Conformity—good or bad? The trend in recent years turns to encouraging independence, but to respect the ideals and canons of their organizations and use them as a useful tool toward their existence in the "straight life."

How do the Independents feel toward the Greeks? There are countless attitudes expressed by non-Greeks concerning the system. "I don't really notice them," "What purpose do they serve as far as I'm concerned?" "Do they really better the campus or is that a misconception?" Others see them as harmless little groups of stuck-ups.

On the other hand, some comments include: "Some of my best friends are Greeks," or "I'm dating one."

But let's be realistic. Who really has the right to say one way or the other if the system is good or bad? Like many other things today, Greek conformity is an individual choice.
UPPER LEFT—ATO Greg Johnson returns to the house after a pep rally.
UPPER RIGHT—Eating prunes to please Sig Eps is a fulfilling experience for sorority contestants. LOWER LEFT—Xis and Gamma Phis rest up after setting world leap frog record. LOWER MIDDLE—Alpha Phis and Chi Omegas battle for the pigskin in the annual powderpuff football contest. LOWER RIGHT—Choosing a bid for men’s rush is a difficult task for rushees.
PANHELLENIC

The Panhellenic Council is established not only as a governing body for the women’s sororities on campus, but also to “co-ordinate and strengthen the Greek system”.

There is also a Junior Panhellenic which is composed of two pledges from each of the sororities. The members of Junior Panhellenic strive to co-ordinate and unify the Greeks at the pledge level.

Panhellenic sponsored Greek week-end which included a faculty tea, a chili feed and an all Greek dance. A scholarship banquet was also sponsored by Panhellenic, with Dr. Olson as featured speaker.

In March, Panhellenic organized a retreat which the officers of the sororities attended. Discussions were held to assess the positive and negative assets of the Greek system today.

Marsha Gulleen and Larry Carmen were chosen outstanding Greeks at the annual Greek Weekend sponsored by Panhell and IFC.
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL

Inter-Fraternity Council, made up of three members of each of KSC’s nine fraternities work to unify the Greek’s system.

To further scholarship among fraternities, IFC provides a $50 award for a deserving student as well as the Junker Memorial Scholarship. The group also sponsors the scholastic trophy given to the fraternity with the highest average.

IFC, along with Panhellenic sponsored the annual Greek weekend including a faculty tea, a chili feed, and an all Greek dance.

The group formed a committee to evaluate and perhaps change its rush program this year. They concluded that rush costs were too high, not enough time is allotted to formal rush, and due to several factors, the number of pledges taken during rush is declining.

IFC hopes to correct weaknesses in the program and strengthen the Greek system.
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity is “founded on the basis of equality.” On the basis of this belief, they published KSC’s first PLEDGE BILL OF RIGHTS. This document guaranteed all new members of AKL the same rights and privileges, as well as responsibilities.

The practices of hazing and special duties that have been traditionally associated with the term “pledge” have been abolished.

The AKL’s participated in the Heart Fund and the Bloodmobile with other houses. This year they initiated an ecology project consisting of cleaning up the hill west of Centennial Towers West, and transforming it into a park for student use. This is being done in cooperation with Ecology Club and the Campus Development Club.
ACACIA

KSC saw the birth of a new fraternity this year, Acacia. Twenty men were formally pledged into the newly organized colony by Acacia Executive Secretary Harvey Logan from national headquarters in Boulder, Colorado.

Since Acacia is starting fresh on campus, they don't as yet have a house, but hope to acquire one next Fall with the help of the Kearney Masons.

Invitations were mailed to all freshmen, sophomore, and first semester junior men with a 2.4 or higher grade point average. This was only a place to begin for membership qualifications, and the grade requirement will drop to 2.0 when the house becomes better organized.

Acacia fraternity first became interested in KSC last October when they sent representatives from Lincoln to investigate the possibility of forming a chapter at Kearney State.
ALPHA OMICRON PI

Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority Members “stress themselves as they are, enjoy themselves as they are, and don’t wish to be changed or to change anyone.” AOPi’s look for pledges with their own special qualities to add to the individuality of their membership.

A host of national and community service projects can be found on the lists of busy AOPi’s. Among these are the Blood Mobile, Honey Sunday, and Red Cross. The members also write letters to men in the Armed Forces, have a yearly canned food drive for the needy, and support a little girl in Chile. Their national philanthropy project is the Arthritis Foundation.

AOPi’s feel that the number of fraternities on KSC’s campus is adequate, but that no more sororities should localize on this campus. They also feel that the system should work as a system and not as many separate groups.
Beauty starts with an AOT
The goal of the Alpha Phi’s is “not only to gain from their members, but also to provide a sorority that the members can gain from. In every sorority you find different personalities. This is what keeps them going; you must learn from one another,” a member said.

In order to provide a basis for this learning experience, the Phi’s participated in various social and service activities. The chapter held their annual Burgundy Ball in early winter and a Spring Dance. The Phi’s service projects included helping with Honey Sunday, fund raising for the Danny Ommert Fund, and their philanthropy project—the Heart Fund.

One outstanding problem facing the Greek system, especially today, is that of conformity. “We don’t think conforming to high ideals such as scholarship, religion, and friendship is a problem at all,” an Alpha Phi member said.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity "is not a purely social organization but an academic one as well", holding the highest scholastic average on campus.

The ATO's also rank high in campus spirit with their victory bell present at all games and pep rallies, towed by Tommy's Pontiac.

Service projects included giving blood to the Red Cross, and donating pheasant feathers to an Indian reservation. The feathers were used to make items sold by the Indians for their youth education program.

The ATO's have initiated the "Little Sis" program, an auxiliary of the fraternity. These girls aid in house rush, as well as helping Mom Murphy, and getting dates for the brothers.

The rush program stresses brotherhood and academic achievement when choosing pledges. "We let the rushees see us as we are, and let them choose us. We try not to be phony."

When asked about the greeks at KSC, one member remarked, "The Greek system is not dying, only changing, and the ATO's are living proof of this."
Beta Sigma Psi fraternity offers its members an "opportunity for leadership," as well as a home away from home. "Without Greek life on campus, everyone would go home and miss the fun."

Beta Sigs always have something going on weekends. The brothers get together with dates, go to parties, get their bookin' done, or just relax and stay off of the hi-ways.

"Greeks will have to change to a more progressive system in order to survive, such as accepting men with more liberal minds. This is why the system is dying on the coasts."

The Beta Sigs have done their share of campus and community service projects. The brothers have given manpower aid to the mission home in Axtell, doing odd jobs and yardwork. The Lutheran fraternity's yearly project is a food drive for the needy.

The Beta Sigs share a common religious bond as well as a fraternal one. "Even though we are a religious organization, we haven't had trouble getting pledges. We've really got the super attitude this year."
TOP ROW—Lierley, Kathleen B., '71, president; Kai, Candice E., '71, vice president; Zikmund, Sally K., '71, secretary. SECOND ROW—Little, Janet K., '72, treasurer; Ahlberg, Sue A., '73; Barney, Patricia E., '74; THIRD ROW—Bjorklund, Christine '73; Bowman, Tami Jo, '74; Buchhammer, Teri M., '74. FOURTH ROW—Burke, Linda S., '74; Burchard, Melissa B., '74; Collina, Barbara J., '72. FIFTH ROW—Carr, Jeanette A., '72; Corrigan, Beth C., '72; Foos, Cynthia E., '73. SIXTH ROW—Craven, Andrea J., '74; Gabrial, Denise L., '74; Gildersleeve, Kathy L., '72; Hansen, Mary A., '72; Hughes, Katherine E., '71; Jensen, Flora M., '72. SEVENTH ROW—Jensen, Julia M., '74; Jordan, Valerie K., '74; Kai, Denise D., '74; Kenney, Sue A., '73; Klaeck, Kathleen N., '73; Kleinschmidt, Debora, '74. EIGHTH ROW—Koofsky, Linda R., '72; Laird, Debra L., '74; McCumber, Cathleen A., '73; McIntosh, Linda S., '73; Merboth, Susan K., '74; Moore, Terri S., '73. BOTTOM ROW—Nootz, Barbara A., '72; Norgaard, Kathryn S., '72; Olsen, Jeannie L., '72; Olsen, Teresa A., '73; Pettigrew, Peggy L., '74; Plugg, Jennifer K., '73.
GAMMA PHI BETA

"Gamma Phi's have a strong sisterhood. When problems arise, it really helps us to bring them out in the open and talk about them," one member explained.

"Being a Gamma Phi has made me a well-rounded individual and has given me the courage to get involved," another added.

Service projects included fund raising for underprivileged children, participation on "Honey Sunday", and Kearney clean-up on Earth Day.

The Ranch Dance, Crescent Ball, Mother-Daughter Homecoming Brunch, and the Parent's Day Picnic highlighted Gamma Phi Beta social life throughout the year.

CHI OMEGA

Chi Omega promotes scholarship and friendship and strives for members to become well adjusted individuals.

"Chi Omega has given me a different outlook on life. From knowing others, I know my sisters will be my friends for life," said one Chi Omega pledge.

The sorority is active in such community activities and charities as the Bunny Hop, Blood Mobile, United Fund, Christmas Charity, Honey Sunday, and Thanksgiving Kindness. Chi Omega also sponsors a tea for the foreign students on campus, and a Faculty Tea.

Iota Zeta Chapter, who has the record of the highest grade average ever achieved by a sorority on campus, 3.0, also has ownership of its own lodge. "The lodge is like our home where we can work, study, hold functions, and meetings together."


Phi Delta Theta offers brotherhood, scholarship, and the development of the ideals of good taste, personal moral code, religious beliefs, and civic responsibility to each of its members.

A big event for the Phi Delt's this year was the occupation of their new house at 521 West 25th. The guys were kept busy remodeling it themselves.

Social activities of the year included the annual Founder's Day, a Homecoming brunch for the parents, The Hobo Hop, a Hog Party, and monthly house parties.

"As a whole, I feel the Greek system is going down. We need more activities as a system instead of dividing up," said one Phi Delt.

One pledge added, "There is a need for a fraternity row—it would help unify the Greek system on the Kearney State campus."

Phi Kappa Tau’s try to help each other scholastically as well as socially, “demanding high standards of scholarship”.

Awards befalling the Phi Taus this year were many, including Who’s Who member Dennis Kavanaugh, N.A.I.A. award recipient Wayne Phipps, and Hart Saint John scholarship recipient Joe Ibiok.

Among Phi Tau philanthropies were collecting for the Heart Fund, and a clean-up day at the Kearney pits.

Highlighting the social year was the Winter Formal, where Cindy Foos was chosen fraternity sweetheart. Other events included the Pajama Party and the Viking Party.

Phi Taus enjoy a high spirited life in their newly acquired house, used “to create an atmosphere for our men to adjust to college life.”
SIGMA

PHI

EPSILON

The Sig Eps are active in both social and service activities, in the community and on campus.

This year the Sig Eps entertained rushes during Rush Week, held a Halloween party, and their annual Bowery Ball. Along with many informal parties and dances, was the annual Sweetheart Formal in February.

The Sig Ep pledge class again held their Sig Ep Olympics, with all four sororities participating. This year’s winner was the Chi Omega pledge class. Pat Barney, representing the Gamma Phis was crowned queen of the event.

The brothers participated in numerous service projects throughout the year including the Heart Fund, March of Dimes, and the Muscular Dystrophy March.

The fraternity is also active in all intra-mural sports, and placed second in football, basketball, and bowling this year.


OPPOSITE: TOP ROW—Kline, Mark A., ’72; Logan, Robert L., ’72; Long, Gaylon G., ’72; SECOND ROW—Lydiatt, Daniel D., ’73; Magnuson, Mark L., ’71; Mardock, William W., ’71; THIRD ROW—May, Rick D., ’72; McFadden, James P., ’74; McGregor, Michael W., ’71; FOURTH ROW—Morie, Robert R., ’71; Nelson, Mark W., ’71; Nelson, Dennis H., ’72; FIFTH ROW—Ness, Lloyd O., ’74; Ohm, Gary L., ’74; Ordourak, Donald R., ’74; Parkert, Peter W., ’72; Porter, Jeffrey, B., ’74; Porter, Sammy K., ’72; Raamussen, Paul E., ’73; Reinsch, Gerry W., ’74; SIXTH ROW—Rixli, James W., ’72; Rixli, Thomas J., ’71; Schepers, Steven D., ’71; Schepers, Timothy B., ’72; Shada, Jeffrey G., ’75; Shefthy, Thomas K., ’74; Shradar, Steven F., ’74; Stier, Ronald V., ’73; SEVENTH ROW—Schoof, Tom J., ’72; Spick, James S., ’72; Smith, Dan J., ’72; Sude, Curt W., ’71; Stähler, Sonz L., ’72; Stelfra, Robert L., ’72; Stichney, Richard G., ’72; Thetill, Charles M., ’74; BOTTOM ROW—Tyler, Douglas L., ’73; Vaughan, Jerry A., ’73; Weimer, Darrell W., ’74; Weintz, Robert L., ’73; Witz, Mark D., ’72; Wolf, John W., ’73; Dier, Mildred A., Housemother.

SIGMA TAU GAMMA

This year Sigma Tau Gamma dedicated their Torch of Hope, symbolizing liberty, justice, brotherhood, and order, to the end that all men might live in peace. The torch was lit in early fall by President Hassel, and has remained burning throughout the year.

The Sig Tau's were the winners of the K-Purr Klan's spirit yell week, and were awarded a trophy and received an engraved plaque for their yelling efforts.

A state-wide drive to procure funds for a piano for the newly completed All Faiths Chapel at the Kearney Boys Training School was also sponsored by the Sig Taus.

Social highlights of the year included the annual Toga Tromp and the White Rose Formal, with the choosing of the White Rose Queen.

“We stress equality, social-service, and scholarship to achieve a well balanced program,” said one member.
“As a social organization fraternities do get a lot of people through college.” This idea seems to be the general goal of the Theta Xi fraternity. In carrying out this goal, the Xi’s began the year with a leap-frog, held their annual Swamp Stomp, participated in intramurals, and helped with the Bloodmobile and Heart Fund.

Every Beta Nu has gone through essentially the same process during their pledge season; this is what forms the common bond between the Xi’s. The chapter’s house also serves as a common link: “it begins to grow on you. It becomes like a real home to most of the guys.”

“The Little Sisters do a really good job, especially during rush. We get a lot of compliments on them.” The Little Sisters of Theta Xi are a group of girls voted in by the fraternity who help the boys whenever possible and participate in many activities. These girls are elected by the brothers throughout the year.

ABOVE: TOP ROW—Lawler, Stan W., '72; McCaslin, Gary L., '71; Meffinger, Bernie K., '72; Moore, Dennis L., '73; Nickel, Timothy E., '74; Northrop, John M., '72. SECOND ROW—Osborne, Brent L., '73; Pich, Richard M., '73; Rinehart, Larry L., '74; Shanahan, Joseph E. F., '71; Stinner, Brian J., '74; Suhr, Gordon A., '74. BOTTOM ROW—Sweley, Larry W., '74; Troester, Douglas J., '74; Walter, Steve M., '72; Welch, Steven N., '72; Zeiger, Clifton, '73; True, Clayton, advisor.
GREEK QUEENS

TOP RIGHT—Kay Hoxmier, Beta Sigma Psi; CENTER LEFT—Margaret Roosman, Alpha Omicron Pi; CENTER MIDDLE—Anne Schwab, Theta Xi; CENTER RIGHT—Judy Schmidt, Sigma Tau Gamma; BOTTOM LEFT—Paula Schroeder, Sigma Phi Epsilon; BOTTOM LEFT—Cindy Reis, Phi Kappa Tau.
TOP LEFT—Cheryl Harrison, Alpha Phi; TOP RIGHT—June Richey, Gamma Phi Beta; BOTTOM LEFT—Mary Jo Jareske, Alpha Tau Omega; TOP CENTER—Sharon Winchell, Chi Omega; BOTTOM CENTER—Denise Kai, Phi Delta Theta; BOTTOM RIGHT—Kathy Wright, Alpha Kappa Lambda.
Organizations

—the restless stirring of the waking
SUAC sponsors Holiday dinner

The Christmas Madrigal dinner was sponsored by SUAC for the first time this year. Good food and caroling mixed well with the holiday spirit.

SUAC also held a children's Christmas party with games and refreshments.

Decorating the tree was also a holiday activity.

Dr. David Smith, founder of the Haight Ashbury Medical Center, spoke on drugs at SUAC's Fine Arts Extravaganza. The Dean Davis Company, a folk rock group, was featured at a concert. A coffeehouse night also took place during the week.

Another lecturer, Ralph Nader, also spoke at a lecture.

The Bridal Fair was sponsored by SUAC to assist college women with their future wedding plans.

Throughout the year SUAC presented 15 exhibits in the lounge of the Student Union.
SUAC features
Halloween fun

A new SUAC activity during Halloween was Fright Night, which included a fright hall, games, and Halloween refreshments.

A total of 36 movies were shown during the year on the newly purchased movie screen. A special highlight was the showing of CAMELOT in December.

The volunteer workers of SUAC were busy planning, publicizing, and setting up for the name groups they brought to campus. The groups included the Vogues, Sugarloaf, The Carpenters, The Watts 103rd Street Band, and the Association.
Student Senate at KSC unscathed
By mid-year presidential change

Plagued by resignations and personnel shortages, the Student Senate of '71 was still one of the most active senates on record. Despite a change of leadership, caused by the resignation of President Jack Kissack, the senate maintained its head and carried its duties through the transition. Having drafted both a new student constitution and a student bill of rights over the summer, the senate saw their programs through to completion.

The student bill of rights, patterned after a national model, is a statement of the rights of students at KSC. Among its more liberal features is a guarantee of the freedom of the press, a written procedure for search and seizure in the residence halls, and a clause outlawing discrimination in selection of group members.

Supported by a newly aware student body, senate worked closely with the college administration to solve mutual problems. Among these mutual efforts was a revision of the off-campus housing code and a study of college policy regarding student social life.

Amid rivalries and politicking, this senate laid a foundation for eventual student self-government.
AWS sponsors status of women program at KSC

This year Associated Women's Students (AWS) held a Status of Women program. Speakers were featured and informal discussions were held after the program.

AWS has been responsible for many changes in policy this year. They lowered the age for the key system to 20 years, and changed the freshman hours from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m. on week nights. They also initiated the investigation concerning a no-hours dorm proposal.

AWS sponsored SEXPO again this year. Larry Boyd, Director of Problem Pregnancy Bureau in Orange, California, was featured. An Easter program was held concerning the modern treatment of religion. AWS also sponsored a loan fund for students, and offered two scholarships for students.
Group presents

Foreign movie

This year for the first time a scholarship fund for a student with a language major was set up by Alpha Mu Gamma, the foreign language honorary. This money was raised by the presentation of a film, “La Guerre Est Finie” at one of the Kearney theatres.

Alpha Mu Gamma was also active in other areas this year. They contributed to the library fund to buy new books and played a large part in the World Affairs Conference. In the spring, club members participated in the International Spring Festival. Alpha Mu Gamma also had various programs at their regularly scheduled meetings, which included a Christmas party and spring initiation.

One member said, “We’re united by a common interest.”
APO’s organize Book exchange

True to their tradition as a service honorary, this year Alpha Phi Omega set up the first co-operative book exchange on campus. Their efforts brought about the turnover of more than 500 books.

During the year, APO’s helped with the Kearney Bloodmobile, hosted a chili feed to raise money for overseas orphans, and helped with “Bucks for Books”, a fund-raising project for the library. Several members also travelled to Halsey, and obtained a Christmas tree from the forest to donate to the Memorial Student Union.
Honorary offers
Roman comedy

A spring day in Rome 200 years B.C. was the setting of the Alpha Psi Omega production, *A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM*.

The musical comedy, Alpha Psi's major project of the year, was presented entirely by the honorary.

First semester a theatre tea enabled actives to meet prospective members and introduce them to the department.

All members of the School of Fine Arts and Humanities were invited to the honorary's Christmas tea.

An academy awards-type program was held in the spring to announce best actors of the year.
Club promotes Student Studies

Beta Beta Beta, the national biology honorary, promotes research, organized field trips, and service projects in the Kearney area.

Club president Bob Tim said that Beta Beta Beta has approximately 25 members that are interested in the field of biological research. To become initiated into the club, Bob stated a student must present a research paper which is then reviewed by members of the club.

High points of Tri-Beta’s activities this year were the founding of a scholarship to a biology student, a field trip to the southern states, and the presentation of a guest speaker on the pollution crisis. In addition, Tri-Beta presented a program to members of the Bethany Mission in Axtell.
Campus group
Is reorganized

Kearney State College’s Chi Psi Psychology Club has been reacti-
vated this year by a group of inter-
tested psychology majors and
minors.

Activities of the club included
three guest speakers, a grapholo-
gist, a doctor who spoke on hypn-
osis and a speaker on transcen-
dental meditation. A micro sensi-
tivity group was also held during
the year.

The main objective of Chi Psi
is to advance the science of psy-
chology and to encourage better
scholarship, particularly in the
field of psychology.
Music honorary Performs in city

"Delta Omicron is a good opportunity to perform in your chosen field and serve the community and school," said one Delta Omicron member.

Ushering for college concerts and community functions was a main activity of the women's music honorary.

They also performed for numerous groups throughout Kearney.

Besides service activities the girls also held social functions. One of these was their annual faculty caroling party, held at Christmas.

The girls also held a party for the freshmen in early fall.
Sorority serves Whole campus

Gamma Tau Omega, the women's service sorority, concentrated on community projects in its second year on the KSC campus.

The girls solicited money on campus for a new building for the Mother Hull Home, a senior citizen's home in Kearney.

They also helped with the Mother's March of Dimes in the area and held a chili supper to raise money for the kidney transplant of a Holdrege, Nebr. boy.

During Christmas, the GTO's supervised a party for the children of KSC faculty members and participated in a caroling function with the men's service fraternity.

They also helped with the raffle to raise money for the KSC library and are now saving funds with the hope of getting a national charter next year.
Honorary hosts
Spring banquet

Kappa Delta Pi, the education honorary, rounded out the year's activities by hosting the Founder's Day Banquet in May.

Other activities of the honorary included formal initiation in November, presenting the $50 Kappa Delta Pi scholarship to a sophomore or junior, and hosting guest speakers which included Dr. L. R. Smith and Dr. Fred Kemph at their monthly meetings.

One member commented "that the honorary was very beneficial meeting people that have the same goal and a common profession."
Kappa Mu Epsilon sponsors ‘Math Booster Hour’

Kappa Mu Epsilon, the mathematics honor society conducted a “Mathematics Booster Hour” twice a week. These sessions were held for students having difficulty in the basic math courses.

Members also attended the National Conference of Kappa Mu Epsilon in Indiana, Pennsylvania in April.

Other activities of KME included a visiting math lecturer from the National Science Foundation. KME also distributed free bookcovers to students in math classes at Kearney State.
Home Ec honorary contributes to national project

This year Kappa Omicron Phi, the national home economics honorary, was the outstanding contributor to Crossnore, a national program serving needy families in Kentucky.

Other projects of the club were the awarding of the Hettie Anthony Scholarship, a candy sale, distributing Thanksgiving Day Baskets for needy families in the Kearney area and a Valentine's Day party for children at the Day Care Center.

Kappa Omicron Phi held two banquets this year. Executive council, business, and cultural meetings were also held every month with various programs.
Kappa Pi hosts
Student exhibit

Highlighting the year's activities for Kappa Pi, the national art honorary, was the Spring Student Art Show. This exhibit was open to all KSC students. Prize awards and purchasing awards were given by Kappa Pi for excellence in the art field.

Kappa Pi also awards an annual $100 scholarship to a KSC student majoring in art. This scholarship is based on merit, need, and individual performance.

Other activities of Kappa Pi this year included films at their meetings, several seasonal parties, and money-making projects.
LDL promotes Science papers

The physical science honorary, Lambda Delta Lambda, promoted individual research by presenting various scientific papers of faculty and student members.

Other events included a sky-show held at the planetarium, an annual Christmas party, and the initiation of new members.

Lambda Delta Lambda highlighted the year’s activities by attending the annual convention at Chadron State College.
Group sponsors Teach-in at NU

Mu Epsilon Nu, the national men's education honorary, sponsored a "teach-in" with the University of Nebraska. There they observed and taught several classes.

One member said, "I'm glad to be a member of MEN because it gives me a chance to involve myself in various educational service projects, and to meet men with similar interests as my own."

Mu Epsilon Nu provides a common interest for men in all fields of study. Activities of the club this year included an excursion to the Educational Service Unit, and a membership drive campaign. MEN also sponsors an annual scholarship.
Club represents K-State at Peru

Phi Beta Lambda, a chapter of the national business fraternity, was represented at the Leadership Conference, and the State Convention at Peru. Many members competed with members of other chapters in contests associated with aspects of business.

Many meetings were made more interesting by the talks of guest speakers. Larry Horner, of the Nebraska State Education Division gave a talk on Vocational Education, and Larry Wiles of the State Educational Association gave an address on the Co-op Education Personnel.

Various faculty members in the School of Business gave panel discussions at the regular business meetings.
Group receives National status

After four years of existence, the speech therapy club on campus has applied for and received national status. They are now officially named Sigma Alpha Eta.

To increase their knowledge, members work with case subjects. Individual members of the group conduct person-to-person sessions with patients at the Bethphage Mission in Axtell. They have helped with the preparation of a talent show given by the patients.

The group also works with the children at the campus day care center and have held therapy sessions at the local senior citizen's homes in Kearney.
Pi Delt initiates Writing contest

A writing contest was added this year to the activities of Pi Delta Epsilon, national honorary journalism society. Competition was held in news, feature and editorial writing. The entries were judged by professional men of the press from around the state, with the winners in each category awarded cash prizes.

Other activities were the annual campus-wide photography contest and a spring workshop for area high schools. Eighty-five schools were invited this year. Pi Delt also sponsors an annual awards banquet in the spring for all journalists on the campus.
Club's meetings
Held in French

"A closely knit group of people with a common interest." That's how one member of Pi Delta Phi, national French honorary, described her group.

Among their activities this year, the group sponsored a bake sale, held a Christmas party, which included games and a gift exchange, and conducted meetings in French.

Initiation was held in the spring, with new members being selected from eligible French majors and minors.
Honorary hosts
Annual contest

Pi Kappa Delta, the forensics honorary, hosted the 28th Annual Platte Valley Forensics Tournament. Members of the club participated in the competition and also served as administrators for this tournament.

Pi Kappa Delta also sponsored a high school tournament which was attended by over 370 students from 33 schools throughout Nebraska.

Club members entered over 20 tournaments this year. Each individual must attend several contests and keep a 33% win record to remain an active member of the forensics honorary.

UPPER RIGHT—Greg Cawley and Mary Daake serve as guides for confused high school students. LOWER LEFT—Walt Whittorf acts as a last minute coach preceding a forensics tournament. LOWER RIGHT—Pi Kappa Delta members set up an information center to help run the tournament smoothly.
Club sends two
To convention

Pi Omega Pi, the national business honorary, this year highlighted its activities by sending two members, Sandra Bishop Olson and Ruth Bickett to their national convention, which was held in Chicago.

Other events for the year included two initiation ceremonies, featuring Phil Ensor, Public Relations Director of Eaton, Yale, and Towne as a guest speaker. They also held a joint meeting with Phi Beta Lambda on Vocational Education, and a field trip to the Grand Island School of Business.

In May, the honorary held a banquet with the student teaching panel.
Honorary holds Writing contests

This year Sigma Tau Delta, the national English Honorary, sponsored several writing contests that were open to all college students. Among those were a short story, a freshman essay, a poetry, and a Pulitzer contest. From these contests came materials used in the Antler, a publication put out by the club.

Sigma Tau Delta offered a tutoring service for those in need of extra help in the field of English. Also, they initiated a fund-raising campaign to aid an English instructor’s son who was hospitalized. Sigma Tau Delta had several programs, their annual Christmas party, and were represented at two national conventions.

The club provides fellowship for those with a common interest, promotes creativity, and recognizes achievement in the field of English.

UPPER LEFT—Virginia Allen and Rick Carlson prepare to show Dr. Hoffman’s slides of his trip of England. LOWER RIGHT—Club members anxiously await the activities at their annual Christmas party.
Xi Phi sponsors annual Spring honors convocation

Xi Phi sponsored the honors convocation at Kearney State College in April. At that time, new members were “tapped”, and other students were recognized for outstanding scholarship and leadership. After the convocation, a banquet was held in honor of the top ten senior men and women plus the top five junior men and women.

Recognition of outstanding campus leadership, extensive participation in campus activities, and high scholastic achievement of Kearney State’s students is the main purpose of this organization.

Xi Phi also serves as a coordinating body and a direct line of communication between campus organizations.

UPPER LEFT—Xi Phi members discuss plans for their honors convocation. LOWER LEFT—Club members rush to attend one of their meetings. LOWER RIGHT—Members of the honorary go over last minute preparations for a meeting.
The Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC) focused their work on the exceptional children of the Kearney area.

Club members journeyed to the Bethphage Mission in Axtell once a week to work with the residents. They have also sponsored various recreational activities for the special education children at Whittier, and other schools in Kearney. In addition, they helped with the children at the KSC day care center located in Otto Olsen.
Campus group Meets UN club

The highlight for the Flying Club this year was a meeting with the University of Nebraska Flying Club at the airport. This meet was the first of its kind in this area between flying clubs. Seven pilots represented the university club and several members of the KSC club participated.

The club held ground school classes, and members took tests for their private pilots licenses.

Also, a contest was held for students, and the winner was awarded free flight instructions.
Language club
Holds book sale

In the Spring the French Club, Le Circle Francais, held its annual book fair. Books written in many different foreign languages were sold to all students on campus at very reasonable prices.

Among their other activities, the French Club sponsored a French meal, consisting of many types of French food. This was prepared by members of the club.

Only French is spoken at the club's meetings, and several speakers were sponsored to promote an interest in the language.
Group ‘hijacks’
Planes to Cuba

This year members of the Geography Club “hijacked” two planes and flew to Cuba, Kansas. This was in accordance with the group’s main project of taking color slides during aerial flights over various parts of the state. These slides were compiled into a program and then presented to groups interested in the topography and geography of the state.

Other activities of the group included a presentation by Stanley Dart, sponsor, on a Colorado River trip and an Alaskan trip. Two other presentations, one on a Rocky Mountain rescue operation and the other on France were also presented.
KSC Home Ec. Chapter begins secret sis program

Members of the Kearney State College Home Economics Chapter found out who their Secret Sis was after six months of waiting. The girls sent clues of cards and various surprises during this time. It was the first year for the program.

In November, the State Workshop was held on the KSC campus. All state colleges which have home economics chapters attended.

Members assisted with the Nebraska Home Economics Association state convention held in Kearney in April.

Other activities for the club were a picnic, a pillow and bake sale, and programs at their meetings.

UPPER RIGHT—A prospective buyer looks over the table of goodies. LOWER LEFT—President Jackie Jacox pins the pledge ribbons on the new initiates. LOWER RIGHT—Two home ec. club members try on wigs at Aphrodite's Wig Salon after a demonstration given by Mr. George at a meeting.
UPPER LEFT—Two lapidary students examine the shaping of their gems after a bout with the tumbler. UPPER RIGHT—Good fellowship is a part of education as these club members take time out to enjoy a pleasant meal together. LOWER LEFT—Care and maintenance of tools is an important part of the training in their labs.

Club members Produce movie

To recruit students for KSC, the Industrial Arts club, this year, produced a film of their activities.

The group also sponsored a spring trip to Kansas City to acquaint members with industrial processes.

Other activities included a pheasant hunt followed by a stag feed and a slide show of the Far East and a rap session at which industrial education student teachers related experiences encountered while student teaching. The club also worked in co-operation with the Campus Improvement Committee to clean up KSC.
Club promotes World relations

International Student Association (ISA) this year had 52 members representing 21 countries. The furthering of international relations is the main goal to which the club focuses its functions.

This organization is open to all students and non-students who are interested in helping foreign students adjust to the Kearney area.

ISA's largest function this year was the second annual International Spring Festival. During the three days of activities, exhibits of foreign countries were placed in the student Union. Slide shows, dances, songs, and a fashion show by the individual students highlighted the festival. To conclude the activities, an International Dinner was held by the club.
Club competes
In drill contest

The Kaydettes, newly organized this year, participated in their first regional drill meet, which was held in Colorado Springs, with schools from the West and Midwest competing.

Kaydettes, a co-ed auxiliary to the Prairie Rangers, is a service organization. It provides such services to the school as hosting at concerts.

The purpose of Kaydettes is to represent a link between the women on campus and the men’s ROTC department. Members are chosen by the ROTC honorary, Prairie Rangers of Kearney State.
Locke and Key Initiates senate

This year Locke and Key Society, the political science club on campus, initiated two programs that were designed to teach students more about government and international relations of both our country and the whole world.

A model United Nations and a model U.S. Senate was held by the club for the college, and students from local high schools. Many campus organizations took part in these programs.

Each student represented either a state or country, and then were divided into committees to discuss specific problems. The solutions to these problems were then proposed later at a general meeting and then voted on by all representatives attending.
Group presents Variety contest

Again this year, MENC (Music Educators National Conference) sponsored the K-Show, at which student talent was presented. The organization produced the show and hired the judges. Students presented their talents and then were judged in many different categories.

Among other activities this year were a Christmas hayrack ride and caroling party, and a welcoming party for prospective members.

In October members went to the MENC convention in Grand Island. MENC member, Jean Johnson, was selected to accompany the all-state chorus. The chorus is an addition to the band and orchestra and is sponsored by MENC. The club also sponsored a scholarship for music students.
Kearney group Hosts ‘Playday’

PEMM Club, Physical Education Majors and Minors, this year sponsored a Playday with over 200 girls from 50 Nebraska high schools attending. The Playday included 12 areas of competition, with ribbons being awarded to the winners.

To highlight this event, KSC students presented an exhibition in such areas as gymnastics and modern dance.

Other activities of PEMM Club included donating blood to the Red Cross, and several parties throughout the year. To raise money for their club, members held a candy sale, and sold picture packs on the campus.
Dueling by mail
This year’s first

Postal matches played a large part in the first year of existence for the Rifle and Pistol Club. For a postal match, the student, under the supervision of an instructor, shoots ten rounds of target shooting on their own range. The targets are sent in to be scored and the person with the highest score wins. Several schools are able to participate in these postal matches at the same time. Kearney State competes with many other schools in these matches.

Also throughout the year, films and lectures on firearms were presented.

The Rifle and Pistol Club was organized by the students of Kearney State who were interested in learning target practice and firearm safety.
Group provides Training tactics

The Prairie Rangers provide military training to supplement that received through the Military Science program. This training is received through weekend sessions that are held approximately every two months during the school year. In some cases, these sessions last up to 36 hours.

The Prairie Rangers place the most emphasis on small unit counter-guerilla tactics. Patrolling methods are stressed, and the training session itself is built around a patrol assignment. Each member is trained to plan, supervise, and execute the mission in a position of leadership.

The members gain knowledge of tactical formations, military intelligence, bayonet training, radio-telephone operations, camouflage techniques, and physical fitness. Each member prepares and presents a lesson on one of these subjects to stimulate team atmosphere.

Each of these patrols is accompanied by a cadre advisor, who is an instructor of military science, who critiques all operations carried out by the patrol, after they are completed. He may also appoint patrol leaders, thereby giving all rangers leadership training.

The Prairie Rangers are also active in school and civic projects. Each year they raise one thousand dollars to donate to the school library. To reach their goal this year, the club co-sponsored a raffle for a 1971 Ford Pinto.

The Prairie Rangers served as color guard for various events, military escorts for funerals, and marched in several parades. Plans are being drawn up to form a drill team which will compete nationally.
KSC club holds Spring contests

For the first time, this year the Rodeo Club featured Hadley Barrett, a nationally known rodeo announcer, at their annual spring rodeo, which was held May 7-9. Many Midwestern colleges belonging to the Central Plains Collegiate Rodeo Association (CPCRA) competed in the rodeo.

This year the Rodeo Club voted to join the National Rodeo Association. This will be the first year for the Kearney Rodeo Club to participate in rodeos on a national level.

Most of Rodeo Club’s time this year has been spent in membership drives, fund raising activities, and practicing for rodeo competition.

Club president, Bill Berger, hopes for a good team showing this year. He feels with the addition of the club’s own practice arena that the members will be in top form for spring competition.

Kay Wilson, North Platte sophomore, was named Rodeo Club Queen and 1970 Miss Rodeo Nebraska, Virginia Evans, Kearney senior, was chosen All-Around Cowgirl, on a total points basis at the KSC rodeo.
NSEA growth rate this year is largest in Nebraska

Kearney State College's chapter of the Student National Education Association (SNEA) has the largest growth rate of all chapters in Nebraska. It is also the largest non-religious group on campus.

Charles Boettcher, president of the KSC group was also the State Representative from the Western region.

Kearney's chapter was represented at the Leadership Conference Convention in North Platte and the National SCA Convention in Lincoln. In March they attended the State Convention in Omaha.

They also participated in the sensitivity groups sponsored by the Psychology Club. During their March meeting, several educators from Omaha spoke to the club members on Urban Education.
Students review Social problems

The Sociology Club on campus visited the county welfare office in Kearney which informed them of problems in the community and the legal aspects that are involved in obtaining solutions to these problems.

The club hosted two speakers at their meetings. One talked on future job possibilities for college students and the other on the growth of the Sociology department at the college.

In addition, several films were shown that dealt with aspects of world socio-economic problems. At the conclusion of the films, club members discussed possible solutions to the problems.
KSC accredits Spanish Club’s annual trip to Spain

For the first time, the annual trip abroad initiated by the Spanish Club has been accredited by KSC. Students traveling to Spain this summer will receive six credit hours for the trip. They will attend classes for four weeks and then travel for two additional weeks.

To acquaint themselves with the Spanish culture, the club meetings included Spanish songs, dances, and films on Spanish-speaking countries. Dr. Vincent Jimenez presented a program on Columbia at one meeting.

In November, the Spanish Club hosted the Spanish Club Convention, with area high schools and neighboring colleges attending.

The Spanish Club is also attempting to organize a student program abroad.
SPURS obtain Cash by a walk

In the spring, SPURS headed a "Walk for Mankind" to raise money for Project Concern. A designated amount of money was given to individuals for each mile they walked.

Other activities of the sophomore women's honorary included a can drive for welfare, doing volunteer work at the hospital, collecting for the March of Dimes, ushering at theatre productions, helping at swim meets and wrestling tourneys, selling and delivering Heart-o-grams for Valentine's Day, attending the Regional convention in Kansas, and collecting toys for the Kearney Day Center.
YARC receives national rights

This year the Youth Association for Retarded Children (YARC) received their national charter, after being organized on the KSC campus for two years.

The club is the only organization of its kind on the college level. It works in association with an adult chapter located in Kearney.

Members of YARC have worked through the Christian Center. They are involved with the special education children at the Whittier school in Kearney, and serve as sponsors for various recreational activities for the retarded children.

YARC also takes part in the Citizen-Advocacy program at the state home in Beatrice.
Religion today
At new center

The new Campus Lutheran Center is a perfect setting for the newly initiated folkrock service. Each Sunday service finds the church filled to capacity.

Ed Dady, a KSC student, volunteered his artistic talents by making the altar, lectern, pulpit, and the baptismal font for the new center.

Under the leadership of Pastors Eldor Meyer and Roger Sasse, other activities included sensitivity groups, Gamma Delta, Rejoice Christian Underground, and fellowships at Macavity's Flame Coffee House.
Newman boasts 1,000 members

The Newman Club has the largest membership of any religious organization on campus, with over 1,000 Catholic members.

The club aims to fill the religious and social needs of its members, and hosts activities directed toward this goal. Adult education classes were held during the first semester, and the club sponsored a course of instruction in the Catholic faith.

Other Newman Club activities include an annual fall picnic, a Christmas party, and a supper held once a month for all their members of the club.
Christian living
Fellowship aim

The function of the Roger Williams Baptist Fellowship is to develop within its members a spirit of Christian living as presented on campus and in the local community.

The group sponsored a Gospel Team which traveled throughout the state giving musical programs.

They also hosted a guest speaker and showed films on “Life in Cuba Today”.

In addition, the group also held picnics, Bible study sessions, and parties.

The group is sponsored by the Rev. Michael Evan and Dean of Instruction Paul Gaer.
UPPER LEFT—A Club member plays a game with children from Southeast Kearney.  UPPER RIGHT—Rev. David Bearden leads his congregation in prayer at a Sunday morning service.  LOWER LEFT—Chi Rho members practice their guitars for a folk-rock service.  LOWER MIDDLE—Students display foreign goods at the International Market.  LOWER RIGHT—Students serve the community by working with local grade school children.
Area denominations join to serve Religious needs of KSC students

A joint ministry of four denominations: United Presbyterian Church USA, United Church of Christ, United Methodist Church, and the Christian Church serve as a ministry of counseling and educational worship on the Kearney State campus.

Their activities include giving one or two hours each week to be a friend to a grade schooler, a companion to a senior citizen or a playmate to a retarded child in the Kearney area.

This was the second year for the group's International Market. This market provides an outlet for refugee handicrafts. Money earned from this project goes to foreign refugees.

Sunday worship services entitled "What is Worship" are held each week in the Christian Center Chapel. These worship services are unique in the fact they are written by the students.
Classes

—everyone’s beautiful in their own way
Enrollment loss
Normal at KSC

Enrollment at KSC decreased second semester of the 1970-71 year. The loss totaled 368 students. Enrollment dropped from 5,870 to 5,502.

One cause for the enrollment drop second semester over first is natural attrition caused partially by the ever increasing number of mid-term graduates.

Still other reasons for the enrollment drop is that after one semester, many students feel they are not cut out for college so decide to chalk it up as experience.

Two final reasons for the usual drop-outs are academic suspension and the new draft lottery.
TOP ROW—Abels, Larry G., freshman; Abresch, Cheryl K., junior; Adams, Becky S., freshman; Adams, Deborah K., freshman; Adelsung, Sharalee F., junior; Adkisson, Doug E., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Adkisson, Ronald D., junior; Ahl, Gary L., junior; Akpan, Efiong D., sophomore; Akpudo, Etimi E., junior; Albion, Rosemary A., sophomore; Alexander, Edward L., junior.

THIRD ROW—Allen, Janine M., freshman; Allen, Michael C., freshman; Anderson, Frederick C., junior; Anderson, Janie E., freshman; Anderson, Shirley J., sophomore; Anderson, Steve D., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Anson, Gerald D., junior; Antes, Kent N., freshman; Appleton, Karen L., freshman; Aquino, Nicholas, junior; Artenz, Jeralyn R., freshman; Arp, Allen D., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Artz, Lyle R., sophomore; Asay, Thomas D., junior; Aspen, Adrienne D., freshman; Atkinson, Sandra K., freshman; Aufdengarten, Merlin, freshman; Avery, Mary G., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Ayres, Peggy A., freshman; Badge, Glenn K., junior; Badura, Jodean A., freshman; Badura, Rick J., junior; Baehr, Beverly K., freshman; Babensky, Damon T., sophomore.

SEVENTH ROW—Baker, Duane W., sophomore; Baker, Katherine M., junior; Baker, Sandra D., sophomore; Ball, Richard K., freshman; Bandemer, Douglas A., sophomore; Banks, Susan G., sophomore.

EIGHTH ROW—Barc, Lydia P., junior; Barger, Sihay E., freshman; Barker, Jean A., junior; Barney, Bob E., freshman; Barney, Patricia E., freshman; Barry, John R., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Barry, Patricia L., freshman; Barta, Amy S., sophomore; Barta, Charles P., freshman; Bartling, Allen D., junior; Bashor, Vickie A., sophomore; Bauer, Steven M., sophomore.
Underclassmen Ba-Ca

TOP ROW—Baxter, Cathy L., freshman; Bay, Georgia L., freshman; Beachler, Sandra M., freshman; Beavers, Barry A., sophomore; Bauer, Russell E., freshman; Bebensee, Barb A., junior.

SECOND ROW—Becker, Nicholas D., sophomore; Becker, Vicki A., junior; Bier, Robert A., sophomore; Berry, Caroline J., sophomore; Behrendt, Betty A., freshman; Belz, Sandi L., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Benackeser, Jeanne L., junior; Benda, Rick W., sophomore; Bendfeldt, John F., junior; Bendfeldt, Julie A., freshman; Bendlowsky, Joe R., sophomore; Beranek, Jeff P., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Berger, Barbara A., freshman; Berger, Lynn R., sophomore; Bergstrom, Dora C., junior; Bergstrom, Jerry A., junior; Berry, Beverly J., freshman; Berry, Rod D., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Beukenhorst, Beverly, freshman; Beyke, Cecilia A., freshman; Bicak, Charles J., freshman; Bienhoff, Julianne, sophomore; Bierhaus, LeRoy E., freshman; Bishop, Joe D., sophomore.
TOP ROW—Bittfield, Joseph H., freshman; Bjorkman, Terry L., sophomore; Black, David A., freshman; Blankenship, Gary L., freshman; Block, Linda K., sophomore; Bloomfield, Sally J., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Blume, Anna E., sophomore; Boeckner, Russell H., junior; Boeticher, Charles J., junior; Boeticher, Patsy J., sophomore; Boggs, James R., junior; Bogner, Marlin R., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Boisen, Mary J., freshman; Bolin, Chris A., freshman; Bonifas, Bonnie J., freshman; Bonkiewicz, Patricia, junior; Borgelt, Larry G., sophomore; Bosley, Gail A., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Bothe, Susan K., junior; Bowman, Tami J., freshman; Boyer, Shirley A., freshman; Brackman, Brenda G., freshman; Bradbury, Robert E., freshman; Brandt, Karen L., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Bratten, Donald L., junior; Bratten, Madelyn A., freshman; Braun, Bonnie B., sophomore; Bredthauer, Cynthia S., freshman; Breen, Dennis J., sophomore; Brehm, Vincent A., freshman.

SIXTH ROW—Broberg, Deborah E., freshman; Brokaw, David L., freshman; Brown, Bary M., sophomore; Brown, Becky L., freshman; Brown, Linda S., freshman; Brown, Randall L., sophomore.

SEVENTH ROW—Brunz, William E., sophomore; Budler, Thomas M., freshman; Buecker, Thomas R., junior; Bull, Barbara J., freshman; Buoy, LeAnn K., sophomore; Burbach, Patricia A., sophomore.

EIGHTH ROW—Buresh, Thomas L., junior; Burton, Joyce D., junior; Butler, Annette C., freshman; Butler, Larry J., sophomore; Byers, Susan R., freshman; Campbell, Connie M., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Carrick, Ernest J., sophomore; Campbell, Mary L., freshman; Canarsky, Gary L., sophomore; Carlson, Carol C., freshman; Carlson, Elaine L., freshman; Carney, Jamie J., freshman.
Underclassmen Ca-Dr

TOP ROW—Carter, Claudia M., sophomore; Carter, Hurley W., freshman; Chamberlain, Ardyce I., junior; Chaney, Constance J., sophomore; Chapp, Frederick E., junior; Cheng, Gregory T., junior.

SECOND ROW—Chesnut, Jean S., sophomore; Chism, Gary D., sophomore; Christensen, Debra A., freshman; Christensen, Frances, freshman; Christensen, Linda M., freshman; Christensen, Susan E., junior.

THIRD ROW—Clark, Deborah A., junior; Clark, Marilyn R., sophomore; Clark, Stephen E., junior; Clason, Patty J., sophomore; Clasen, Vicky L., sophomore; Clay, Edwin J., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Clark, Julia I., junior; Clement, Nadene B., sophomore; Clement, Jimmy D., sophomore; Clements, Michael L., sophomore; Cline, Beverly E., junior; Cline, Myra L., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Clinger, Calvin C., freshman; Coud, Sue E., freshman; Cochran, Susan L., sophomore; Coe, Kathleen A., freshman; Coffey, Jo-leen A., sophomore; Colson, Pamela S., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Cook, JeAnn P., freshman; Cook, Linda K., junior; Coon, Marilyn K., sophomore; Cooper, Donna D., junior; Courtney, Steve M., junior; Covey, Allen D., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Cox, Cynthia J., sophomore; Cox, Robert L., sophomore; Cox, Ron O., sophomore; Cramer, Cynthia M., freshman; Cranford, Lana D., sophomore; Craven, Andrea J., freshman.

EIGHTH ROW—Crawford, Darlene L., freshman; Cromer, Don E., sophomore; Crosby, Cindi K., freshman; Cruise, Cindy K., freshman; Cunningham, Harold E., junior; Daiss, Bobbie J., sophomore.

NINTH ROW—Dake, Ellen M., junior; Dales, Debra A., freshman; Dairymple, Diana L., freshman; Darnell, Lynn E., freshman; Daugherty, Dale E., freshman; Davenport, Dennis L., sophomore.
TOP ROW—Davidson, Peggy S., freshman; Davies, Patricia J., freshman; Davis, Catherine T., sophomore; Davis, Lonnie D., junior; Davis, Marilyn K., freshman; Davolt, Tom D., sophomore.

SECOND ROW—Day, John R., freshman; Deal, Jerry J., sophomore; Dean, James D., sophomore; Deaver, Daniel G., junior; Deaver, Rosellen M., junior; Deininger, Roger A., freshman.

THIRD ROW—DeLonge, Jane L., freshman; Demmel, Lynne M., freshman; Dempewolf, Barbara S., freshman; Demuth, Dave F., junior; Denman, Beverly S., freshman; Denton, Bradley E., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Dickey, Norma L., junior; Diehl, Constance M., sophomore; Diers, Pam G., junior; Dietz, Robert K., sophomore; Dillon, Marcia G., freshman; Djernes, Carolyn E., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Doher, Connie D., freshman; Doher, Robert L., freshman; Dollanyk, Gail A., freshman; Dow, Mary A., junior; Doyle, Rita E., freshman; Dresher, Suzi M., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Dritley, Nancy D., junior; Duerr, Debbie L., freshman; Dunn, Roberta M., sophomore; Dunn, William F., freshman; Duval, Cynthia A., freshman; Duval, James L., junior.

SEVENTH ROW—Duval, Shirley A., freshman; Dworak, Sandra S., junior; Dye, Trudy C., freshman; Dyer, Robert V., sophomore; Eads, William R., freshman; Eastman, Deb J., freshman.

EIGHTH ROW—Eaton, Barbara C., freshman; Ebel, Janet M., junior; Eberline, Steven R., freshman; Edwards, Debra D., sophomore; Edwards, Leslie A., freshman; Edwards, Linda S., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—Edwards, Mary A., junior; Efi, Essien A., sophomore; Ehly, Gertrude A., junior; Eiberger, Maurus J., freshman; Eiel, Martha, sophomore; Einspahr, Andy E., junior.
Underclassmen Ek-Go

TOP ROW—Ekpanyong, Jackson J., junior; Elifritz, Doris R., freshman; Ellenwood, Kenneth J., junior; Jell, Judy K., freshman; Ellingson, Dennis D., freshman; Ellis, Richard S., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Elsen, Mary J., sophomore; Emanuel, Nancy L., junior; Embree, Diana L., freshman; Ems, Donald R., freshman; Enck, Timothy E., sophomore; Engberg, Suzette L., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Englert, Jorena F., freshman; Evers, Coleen R., freshman; Evers, Frances L., junior; Evers, Victoria A., sophomore; Faber, Karen G., freshman; Feldt, Christine K., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Fellows, Randy L., sophomore; Felzien, Marcia K., sophomore; Ferguson, Opal M., sophomore; Fiala, Kathy A., freshman; Fickenscher, Connie L., sophomore; Fickrs, Susan E., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Fischbach, James J., junior; Fischer, Connie L., freshman; Fischer, Dennis E., junior; Fisher, Marylin K., freshman; Fitzgerald, Barbara J., sophomore; Flesch, James E., freshman.
TOP ROW—Fox, Jean A., sophomore; Foutz, Linda E., freshman; Foth, Chris R., freshman; Forwood, Steven C., junior; Forwood, James R., sophomore; Francis, Susan M., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Fredricks, Candice M., sophomore; Fredrickson, Carolyn R., sophomore; Frentz, Corrine R., freshman; Frentz, Diana E., freshman; Frey, Brenda G., freshman; Frick, Debbie A., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Frick, Sandra K., sophomore; Fries, Carol R., freshman; Frison, Wilma, freshman; Fry, Barbara P., freshman; Fryzek, Charles G., freshman; Fuehrer, Kenneth R., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Fruhling, Patricia L., freshman; Gable, Judy A., sophomore; Gade, Elly A., sophomore; Gaffney, Maureen E., freshman; Gaffney, Philip A., junior; Gage, James E., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Galyen, Kenneth E., sophomore; Galyen, Mariann K., junior; Garden, James P., freshman; Gardner, Randy D., sophomore; Gardner, Susan J., freshman; Garner, Susan R., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Gartrell, Olivia D., junior; Garwood, Lyle E., sophomore; Gebhardt, Barbara D., freshman; Gee, Howard A., sophomore; Gehring, Beth L., junior; Gentry, Peggy S., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Gewecke, Karen V., freshman; Giese, Rick G., sophomore; Gieser, Jean L., freshman; Giesbert, Christina L., junior; Gilsdorf, Kathy L., junior; Gillham, Patricia L., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Gilmartin, Roger R., freshman; Gilmartin, Janice K., sophomore; Gladman, Gail L., junior; Glatser, Patricia J., sophomore; Glinn, Jannell K., sophomore; Godzen, Steve B., sophomore.
Underclassmen Go-He

TOP ROW—Gogan, John E., sophomore; Golding, Jane M., sophomore; Gondringer, Debbie J., freshman; Gorge, Max E., sophomore; Goodrich, Margaret A., sophomore; Goodrich, Gail J., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Goracke, Kay M., sophomore; Gostell, Rojean C., junior; Gottsch, Marcy A., freshman; Gottsch, Patricia J., freshman; Gould, Charles E., freshman; Gould, Mary Ann, junior.

THIRD ROW—Graff, John W., sophomore; Graves, Debra D., freshman; Green, Patty A., freshman; Griess, Linda L., freshman; Greer, Maynard M., freshman; Griess, Arlene D., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Griffin, Gary L., freshman; Grim, Gayle J., sophomore; Gropp, Phil H., freshman; Grove, C. Susan, junior; Groves, Marcia A., junior; Grutsch, Ann M., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Gundlach, Sheryl L., freshman; Gunther, Nancy J., junior; Hadenfeldt, Larry A., sophomore; Hafemeister, Judy K., sophomore; Hagemann, Pamela J., sophomore; Hahn, Dennis E., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—Hajny, Patricia K., freshman; Haley, Mary J., sophomore; Halbergwachs, Richard A., sophomore; Hall, Barbara J., freshman; Hall, Herbert S., freshman; Hallowell, Yvonne R., freshman.
TOP ROW—Hancock, Judith A., sophomore; Hancock, Susan K., junior; Hanley, Steve M., sophomore; Hanna, Susan R., freshman; Hansen, Carolyn L., junior; Hansen, Constance L., junior.

SECOND ROW—Hansen, Debbie J., freshman; Hansen, Denise L., sophomore; Hansen, Janette L., freshman; Hansen, Mary Ann, junior; Hansen, Rita C., sophomore; Hanson, Judy L., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Hanson, Thomas L., freshman; Hanzal, Beverly J., sophomore; Happ, Teresa E., sophomore; Harder, Gale A., sophomore; Harders, Glenda M., freshman; Hargitt, Laurie J., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Harms, Mary L., sophomore; Harris, Cynthia A., freshman; Hartford, Vicki L., sophomore; Haveng, Janet L., freshman; Hartig, Paula S., freshman; Hartell, Barbara J., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Hastings, Timothy A., freshman; Hasty, Sharon C., sophomore; Hattan, Gary K., freshman; Hausermann, Gary G., junior; Hauver, Cynthia G., freshman; Haynes, LeEllen R., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Haynes, Stanley B., junior; Hays, David N., junior; Headrick, Suzanne K., sophomore; Hehner, Cris D., freshman; Heidemann, Marilyn J., sophomore; Heidemann, Susan M., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Heil, Dorothy L., freshman; Hein, Margaret M., junior; Henderson, Gary L., junior; Henderson, Nancy M., freshman; Hendricks, Joyce E., freshman; Hengelt, Corwin L., freshman.
Underclassmen He-Ja


SECOND ROW—Hibbs, Darold D., freshman; Hickman, Jerry B., sophomore; High, Mary L., freshman; Hilbers, Janis K., freshman; Hikker, Paula J., sophomore; Hill, Linda R., junior.

THIRD ROW—Hill, Patricia A., freshman; Hillery, Lacy M., freshman; Hinkle, Ann L., junior; Hinrichs, Sandra K., junior; Hinshaw, Anne E., junior; Hinton, Everett D., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Hinze, G. Mary, sophomore; Hird, Ardith K., sophomore; Hoagstrom, George H., junior; Hoblyn, James W., freshman; Hochreiter, Steve L., freshman; Hock, Mary R., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Hodge, Patti L., freshman; Hodgeson, David R., sophomore; Houmann, Gary D., sophomore; Hoff, Jerry J., freshman; Hoffman, Alberta K., sophomore; Hoffman, Celia J., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Hohlen, John A., freshman; Holbein, Sharon K., freshman; Hollister, Marvin W., junior; Hollowell, Sharon M., sophomore; Holmes, Gloria J., sophomore; Holmes, Joe H., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Holmgren, Philip S., freshman; Holmstedt, Robert G., junior; Holsten, Susan B., junior; Holthus, Wendy L., freshman; Hooker, Sherry L., junior; Hope, Nancy A., sophomore.

EIGHTH ROW—Horky, Janelle A., sophomore; Hornbacher, Sue L., sophomore; Horner, Carolyn J., freshman; Horner, Velda F., sophomore; Hors, Pam J., freshman; Houchin, Steven D., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—House, Debra A., junior; House, Frank E., freshman; Houston, Catherine J., sophomore; Howard, James D., sophomore; Howe, Dan R., sophomore; Hradec, Connie M., junior.
TOP ROW—Hromadka, Patricia A., sophomore; Huber, Janice K., sophomore; Huber, Loren T., junior; Hubka, Sue B., sophomore; Huebert, Diane M., sophomore; Huebner, Marcia J., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Hughes, Barbara J., freshman; Hughes, Ben P., junior; Hughes, Robert L., junior; Hult, Sally A., freshman; Hultine, Bruce L., junior; Humphrey, Harvey L., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Humphrey, A. Phil, sophomore; Hunke, Mariene F., sophomore; Hurnel, Judy A., freshman; Hunt, Darwin L., junior; Hunt, Kathryn D., freshman; Hurst, Margaret A., junior.


FIFTH ROW—Jacobson, Chris J., sophomore; Jacobson, R. Dean, freshman; Jacobson, Kathy K., junior; Jameson, Donna M., junior; Irvine, Grace M., freshman; Iwan, Timothy E., junior.

Underclassmen Ja-Kr

TOP ROW—Jansen, Mariys K., freshman; Jares, Ronnie L., sophomore; Jarosik, David A., freshman; Jarusek, Raymond M., sophomore; Jelinek, Linda C., sophomore; Jensby, Cindy K., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Jensen, Diane M., freshman; Jensen, Julie M., freshman; Jess, Kathy, freshman; Jochum, Ronald L., junior; John, Susan K., junior; Johnson, Marianne E., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Johnson, Danial L., freshman; Johnson, Don D., sophomore; Johnson, Donna J., junior; Johnson, Gaylord L., junior; Johnson, Jennifer D., sophomore; Johnson, Leslie A., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Johnson, Lynnt A., junior; Johnson, Peggy A., freshman; Johnson, Marlene K., junior; Johnson, Sherri L., freshman; Jonak, Barbara L., sophomore; Jones, Carol L., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Jones, Delmar A., freshman; Jones, Dana E., freshman; Jones, Douglas H., junior; Jones, Judy M., sophomore; Jones, Robert W., sophomore; Jones, Sharyl L., freshman.

SIXTH ROW—Jorden, Valerie K., freshman; Jorgenson, S. Kim, freshman; Joseph, Diane L., freshman; Joseph, Nancy C., freshman; Kail, Muriel A., freshman; Kalinowski, Joan M., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Kalinowski, Sigmund J., freshman; Karr, Jim R., freshman; Karsting, Robert A., sophomore; Kasseldor, Gary D., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—Kasson, Kay L., sophomore; Kassube, Tom L., junior; Katen, David R., sophomore; Kaufman, Gayle L., sophomore; Kaufmann, Lynn H., sophomore; Kell, James B., junior.
TOP ROW—Keller, Kathy G., freshman; Kempnich, Richard M., junior; Kennedy, Kevin D., freshman; Kennedy, Mary S., sophomore; Kennedy, Michael R., freshman; Kerr, Eugene R., sophomore.

SECOND ROW—Kenney, Linda M., sophomore; Keut, Debra R., freshman; King, Carol A., freshman; King, James L., freshman; Kirkland, Kaylene L., junior; Kisker, Ranae L., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Kirby, Kevin E., freshman; Kirwan, Arthur D., sophomore; Kleeb, Marge N., freshman; Klevenann, Douglas W., sophomore; Klingbeil, Lynne S., sophomore; Klingbeil, Linda L., sophomore.


FIFTH ROW—Knoben, Donald L., freshman; Koch, Kurt K., junior; Kohuhn, Hattie C., freshman; Konen, Jacqueline S., freshman; Koranda, Pamela J., freshman; Korensky, David W., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Korte, Susan L., freshman; Kousba, Deborah K., sophomore; Kovarik, Franklin D., freshman; Krajewski, Joan K., freshman; Krai, Rhonda M., junior; Krason, James E., freshman.
Underclassmen Kr-Ma

TOP ROW—Kratochvil, Patricia, freshman; Kreider, Denise K., junior; Kreifels, Michael, sophomore; Kreuzme, Julie A., junior; Kring, Jeanine R., sophomore; Kroeker, Vesta G., freshman.


THIRD ROW—Kuhn, Linda K., freshman; Kum- post, Barbara J., freshman; Kurkowski, Susan M., sophomore; Kursch, Patricia L., sophomore; Kwan, Ka-Wung, freshman; Labertew, Sharon K., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Lally, Laura D., freshman; Lamborn, Robert W., freshman; Lampe, Sheryl L., junior; Lane, Cyndie B., sophomore; Lansden, Janice A., junior; Larsen, Christie W., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Larsen, Larry L., sophomore; Larson, Laura L., junior; Larson, Connie A., sophomore; Larson, Paula D., sophomore; Larson, Theresa M., junior; Lathrop, Brent C., freshman.
TOP ROW—Laursen, Douglas L., sophomore; Lebedz, Steven R., freshman; Lee, Cindy J., freshman; Lehmkuller, Jim R., freshman; Lehr, Craig D., junior; Leif, Donald J., junior.

SECOND ROW—Lemon, Carol J., freshman; Lenoing, Diane L., freshman; Leth, Anita F., freshman; Lewis, Coralene Y., freshman; Lewis, Jeannie L., freshman; L’Heureux, Rodney K., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Liebig, Bonnie M., junior; Lienhart, Lori R., freshman; Lieske, Thomas G., freshman; Lind, Beth L., freshman; Lind, Gretchen D., sophomore; Linder, Mary L., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Lindholm, Ann C., sophomore; Lindquist, Brenda G., sophomore; Lingeman, Jane A., freshman; Lindgren, Lois A., freshman; Lipps, Anita M., junior; Livgren, Karin R., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Livingston, Kathy E., junior; Lossee, Vicki L., freshman; Louich, George W., sophomore; Lovell, Debbie A., sophomore; Luedtke, Richard E., sophomore; Lukaszewicz, Jane M., freshman.

SIXTH ROW—Lundquist, Virleen M., freshman; Lutes, Kathie A., sophomore; Lutkemeier, Donna M., sophomore; Lutz, Shirley A., junior; Lux, Laurie R., freshman; Madsen, Jane M., junior.

SEVENTH ROW—Maginnis, John J., sophomore; Malhokin, Barbara J., sophomore; Maier, Mary H., freshman; Malcolm, Cindy A., freshman; Malicky, Marlene C., freshman; Mann, Patricia S., freshman.

EIGHTH ROW—Manning, Patricia A., freshman; Manning, Robert K., freshman; Manzitto, Julianne, freshman; Markowski, Frances A., junior; Marrow, Jerry K., junior; Marz, David J., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Marshall, Linda R., sophomore; Marshall, Nancy A., freshman; Martin, Laura L., freshman; Martin, Margaret A., sophomore; Martin, Tony A., freshman; Marz, Deborah L., sophomore.
Underclassmen Ma-Ni

TOP ROW—Maska, Vickie R., junior; Matney, Larry E., sophomore; Matson, Vern E., junior; Mattson, Voni, junior; Matzner, JoAnn K., freshman; Maul, Scott S., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Maxon, Tom A., junior; Maxon, Thomas D., junior; Mayfield, Vicki, sophomore; McCann, Nancy A., freshman; McCarthy, Nancy M., sophomore; McCarty, James V., junior.

THIRD ROW—McConnell, Diann T., junior; McCord, Michael L., junior; McDonald, Dan K., junior; McDonald, Willard B., freshman; McDonal, Pat J., junior; McDonald, William A., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—McDonough, Patricia A., freshman; McGill, Lois A., freshman; McGowan, Terry J., freshman; McGreer, Mark E., freshman; McGrew, Debra K., freshman; McGuire, Julie M., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—McKay, Ronald D., junior; McLean, Richard D., sophomore; McMullen, Martha E., sophomore; McNeel, Janice M., sophomore; McPherson, Don S., freshman; McVay, Barbara J., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Meisenbach, Terry, freshman; Memmelaar, L. Cadwell, junior; Medlik, James A., freshman; Merrill, Bonnie K., freshman; Merrill, Susan J., junior; Meshershmidt, Diane C., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Mettenbrink, Joe C., freshman; Metzger, Pam A., freshman; Meyer, Kathy A., sophomore; Meyer, Valinda J., freshman; Meyer, Marylin K., freshman; Micek, Dennis S., freshman.

EIGHTH ROW—Milby, Kathy S., freshman; Miller, Cinda S., freshman; Miller, Dennis L., junior; Miller, James L., sophomore; Miller, LeRoy L., junior; Miller, Sandra J., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Millikan, Ann M., freshman; Mills, Marlene K., freshman; Mills, Roberta J., sophomore; Minting, Penell, L., freshman; Miranda, Gloria, sophomore; Misik, Ernest J., sophomore.
FOURTH ROW—Mosier, Julie D., sophomore; Mottl, Earl D., junior; Mouat, Kristen J., sophomore; Mowry, Daniel H., sophomore; Munter, Jack C., sophomore; Murphy, Kristine R., junior.

FIFTH ROW—Murphy, Robert A., sophomore; Murray, Sally L., sophomore; Murrell, Mary A., freshman; Musser, Cheri G., freshman; Musserman, Johnell R., freshman; Naylor, Rebecca D., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Nealeigh, Ron C., sophomore; Nedrig, Gary D., freshman; Nelsen, Charlene A., junior; Nelson, Bonnie C., freshman; Nelson, Donn W., sophomore; Nelson, Sandy J., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Nelson, Terri G., sophomore; Neuman, Christine E., junior; Neutzman, Larry E., junior; Neville, James D., sophomore; Newcomb, Scott M., freshman; Newcomb, Tim K., sophomore.

EIGHTH ROW—Newman, Roger B., freshman; Nicholson, Carol L., sophomore; Nickel, Julie A., freshman; Nickel, Paula K., freshman; Nickle, Nikki D., sophomore; Nickman, Mary J., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Nielsen, Mary F., junior; Nielsen, Melody K., sophomore; Nielsen, Rhonda S., freshman; Niemoth, John P., junior; Nitzner, Deb A., freshman; Nitsch, Linda L., junior.
Underclassmen No-Po

TOP ROW—Nolan, Judy K., junior; Nollette, Neil P., freshman; Noldt, Constance S., sophomore; Norman, Aileen K., sophomore; Norman, Robert D., sophomore; Nowak, Bradey D., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Nunnenkamp, Kathy, sophomore; Nunes, Janet R., sophomore; Nuss, Dave W., sophomore; Nutter, Vicki L., freshman; Nutzman, Sherry L., freshman; Nyquist, Jane E., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Obermeier, Edna, junior; Obermeier, Brenda, sophomore; O'Brien, Dale W., sophomore; O'Brien, Margaret A., junior; O'Donnell, Ann E., junior; Ohrlich, Annette B., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Ohndutka, Joan M., freshman; Olson, Cindy L., freshman; Olson, Eileen M., junior; Olson, Vera M., junior; Olsson, Linda L., sophomore; Olton, Barbara J., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—O'Meara, Kathy R., freshman; Ondrak, Deb K., freshman; Ondrak, Linda N., sophomore; O'Neil, Ronda K., sophomore; O'Neill, Tim J., sophomore; Orr, Roxy A., freshman.

SIXTH ROW—Osborne, Brent L., sophomore; Osborne, Gregory L., freshman; Otte, Gregg J., junior; Ourada, Debbie L., freshman; Ourada, Kathy J., sophomore; Owens, Janet M., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Oxford, Ferrall Y., sophomore; Paap, Thomas E., freshman; Paasch, Ruth A., sophomore; Paizt, Kathleen A., sophomore; Palmer, Marilee A., freshman; Palt, Bruce W., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—Pape, Dixie L., freshman; Papenhagen, Carol A., freshman; Parker, Linda D., freshman; Parkinson, Lorain C., sophomore; Paskach, Linda K., freshman; Putefield, Kathleen R., freshman.
TOP ROW—Pataoka, Cheryl L., freshman; Paul, Larry D., sophomore; Peacock, Janelle G., sopho-
omore; Pearson, Donna L., junior; Pedersen, Bonnie J., junior; Pedersen, Debbie A., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Peeks, Lowell T., freshman; Perlinger, Kathleen M., freshman; Peshek, Lyle R., freshman; Peterson, Andrew G., sophomore; Peters, Cathy M., sophomore; Peters, Sandy, sopho-
omore.

THIRD ROW—Peterson, Carol L., junior; Peterson, Cindy A., freshman; Peterson, Connie L., sophomore; Peterson, Donald L., sophomore; Peterson, Gary J., junior; Peterson, Gwen S., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Peterson, Sue M., freshman; Peijean, Betty A., freshman; Petley, Barbara A., freshman; Pew, Joanne H., sophomore; Pew, Mike L., sophomore; Phillips, Ann B., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Phillips, Christy M., freshman; Pickrell, Linda S., sophomore; Pierce, Sara L., sophomore; Piper, Anita M., sophomore; Pirnie, Kay E., junior; Pittack, Lynette M., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Plasek, Diane M., sophomore; Plucknett, Carol A., sophomore; Poland, Kathy A., freshman; Polhemus, Carol A., sophomore; Pool, Michael G., junior; Pope, Nancy L., sopho-
omore.
Underclassmen Po-Sc

TOP ROW—Pospisil, Marcia L., junior; Pralle, Debra L., sophomore; Price, Jim R., freshman; Prochaska, Barbara A., freshman; Prochaska, Betty M., junior; Propst, Linda J., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Prucha, Frank P., sophomore; Quisel, Rita J., freshman; Quinn, Anita L., sophomore; Ramsey, Patricia A., freshman; Raineri, Joel A., freshman; Rasmussen, Allen D., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Rasmussen, Jeffrey L., freshman; Rathe, Beth D., sophomore; Rau, Cheryl L., junior; Rawson, Colleen A., freshman; Redding, Doris A., junior; Reeder, Lowell R., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Reeder, Sharon M., sophomore; Reichert, Judy L., freshman; Reicks, Kay L., junior; Reiter, Rachelle V., sophomore; Reyes, Edmund R., sophomore; Rezac, Kenneth R., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Rhylander, Marilyn K., freshman; Rice, Judy A., sophomore; Richmond, Connie R., freshman; Richmond, Suzanne M., freshman; Ridgway, Kathy M., freshman; Ridder, Kathleen A., freshman.

SIXTH ROW—Ridder, Margaret L., junior; Rieker, Edward L., sophomore; Rima, Jennifer L., freshman; Rippen, Phyl G., junior; Ristau, Gary G., junior; Roberts, Dennis E., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Robinson, Deborah L., sophomore; Robinson, Kathy A., sophomore; Robinson, Peg J., junior; Rogers, Douglas G., sophomore; Rogers, Michelle R., sophomore; Rohrke, Connie M., sophomore.

EIGHTH ROW—Rolf, Mike A., sophomore; Rolfs, Jim F., junior; Ronne, Donna F., sophomore; Rood, Jack L., freshman; Rood, Randy L., freshman; Ross, Melanie J., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Rouzel, Sandra K., freshman; Roth, William A., freshman; Rothwell, Janice M., sophomore; Rothwell, Susan J., sophomore; Rouse, Lindell W., freshman; Ruge, Janice M., junior.
TOP ROW—Ruhlman, Mark T., freshman; Rumph, Barbara A., freshman; Rush, Robyn A., junior; Rutledge, Rebecca J., junior; Ruzicka, Joann T., sophomore; Saudoff, Carla J., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Saudoff, Michael A., sophomore; Sahn, Marbeth A., junior; Sahn, Nancy C., sophomore; Saiki, Eloise E., freshman; Sall, Karen E., freshman; Sans, Patricia J., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Sandman, Mary L., freshman; Sandstedt, Nancy K., freshman; Sanner, Donna R., freshman; Sanger, Pat A., freshman; Scanlon, Barbara A., junior; Schafer, Millie L., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Scheinost, Rodney A., freshman; Schardt, Lynnis D., freshman; Schatz, James V., freshman; Schatz, William R., junior; Scheer, Kathy A., freshman; Scheidies, Michael R., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Scheinost, Jeffrey J., freshman; Scherzberg, Debbie F., freshman; Schilz, Judy A., sophomore; Schimenti, Margie A., junior; Schipper, Mark A., freshman; Schlaman, Susan E., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Schlosser, Marjorie A., sophomore; Schmidt, Bob J., junior; Schmidt, Jenny S., freshman; Schmidt, Judith M., freshman; Schmidt, Ron E., freshman; Schmidt, Sonja B., freshman.
Underclassmen Sc-So

TOP ROW—Schnelle, Mike L., freshman; Schock, Margaret M., sophomore; Schrack, Susan A., freshman; Schreiber, Gail A., sophomore; Schroeder, Jerold D., freshman; Schuller, Mary C., sophomore.

SECOND ROW—Schulte, John H., freshman; Schultz, Janice L., junior; Schultz, Jodie L., sophomore; Schultz, Judy L., freshman; Schulz, Liana K., sophomore; Shultz, Susan C., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Schulte, Beverly A., sophomore; Schuman, Anne K., freshman; Schumer, Loretta E., junior; Schuster, Becky L., freshman; Schutz, Kathryn K., sophomore; Schutz, Roland D., junior.

FOURTH ROW—Schwartz, Claire A., freshman; Scism, Mary A., freshman; Scott, Steve A., junior; Seaman, Juanita A., freshman; Sears, Michael K., freshman; Sears, Susan A., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Seay, Conny L., freshman; Seger, Larry L., sophomore; Sehnert, Marilyn, freshman; Sell, Rita K., freshman; Severson, Wallace W., sophomore; Sevres, Glenda S., freshman.
TOP ROW—Sexton, Shelley A., sophomore; Sexton, Greg A., junior; Seybold, Lyman W., freshman; Shackleton, Debra A., freshman; Shada, Jim E., sophomore; Shadie, Pamela K., freshman.

SECOND ROW—Shafer, Clinton L., junior; Shanahan, Joseph E., junior; Shanks, Corinne K., sophomore; Shanes, Corrine K., sophomore; Sharp, Randy K., sophomore; Shearer, Jean L., sophomore.

THIRD ROW—Sheen, Kathy M., freshman; Sheffield, Patricia L., sophomore; Sheff, Michael O., junior; Shelton, Michael W., freshman; Sherran, Sandra S., freshman; Sherer, Dannie C., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Shiers, Sandra S., sophomore; Shonkwiler, David L., freshman; Shuler, Mary E., sophomore; Shurigar, Jan M., sophomore; Sidwell, Jean A., sophomore; Sidwell, Scott E., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Simon, Joan M., freshman; Sims, John S., freshman; Sims, Kathy A., sophomore; Sindlar, Judith A., sophomore; Sjogren, Mary A., freshman; Kelley, Patricia A., sophomore.

SIXTH ROW—Slack, Sandra J., freshman; Slater, Raelene K., sophomore; Slattery, Anne R., sophomore; Smith, Betty L., freshman; Smith, Larry W., junior; Smith, Vicki L., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Sobotka, Anna N., freshman; Soderholm, Patricia K., sophomore; Soderquist, Deanna J., junior; Solano, Francisco D., freshman; Solomon, Barry N., freshman; Soloman, Deanna J., sophomore.

BOTTOM ROW—Solomon, Laurel J., junior; Slusher, Thomas K., sophomore; Sommerfeld, Joe C., sophomore; Sommerfeld, Tom L., sophomore; Sondergaard, Sharon K., freshman; Sonnenfelt, Sharon A., freshman.
Underclassmen So-Wa

TOP ROW—Sorensen, Joyce K., sophomore; Sorensen, Marcia A., freshman; Soucek, Richard F., sophomore; Soucek, L. Kay, sophomore; Soucek, Trudy A., freshman; Spenser, Danny L., sophomore.

SECOND ROW—Spethman, Jim L., sophomore; Splittergerber, Ann C., freshman; Sponhouse, Kathleen A., junior; Spray, Betty J., sophomore; Stagemeyer, Sharon A., sophomore; Stanick, Colleen K., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Stark, Catherine A., sophomore; Stark, Kathleen K., freshman; Stark, Linda S., sophomore; Stee, Jeanne H., junior; Steinbeck, Kenneth A., freshman; Steinkrug, Doug L., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Sterup, Lonna R., sophomore; Stevens, Carolyn C., freshman; Stevens, Tom A., junior; Stevenson, Diane K., junior; Stewart, Ron F., freshman; Stoltzberg, Douglas, sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Stone, Sherry L., freshman; Strobi, Paula J., junior; Strong, Sharon A., freshman; Struckman, Lisa A., sophomore; Stryker, Jay L., sophomore; Stumpenhorst, Rachel E., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Suck, Debra A., sophomore; Suhr, Betty J., freshman; Sullivan, Kent R., freshman; Summers, Betty L., freshman; Svoboda, Mary L., sophomore; Swanson, Gene A., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Swearingin, Ann F., freshman; Sweaney, Julie J., freshman; Szysk, Steven E., junior; Tatum, Janet S., freshman; Taturn, Gllan, freshman; Taylor, Sally S., sophomore.
TOP ROW—Tews, Florence J., junior; Thode, Larry D., freshman; Theis, Rodney L., sophomore; Thies, Cheryl A., freshman; Thomas, Kathy L., sophomore; Thomas, Margalee A., sophomore.

SECOND ROW—Thomas, Rhonda, freshman; Thorell, Linda S., sophomore; Thorne, Daniel O., junior; Thorpe, Judy A., freshman; Thorson, Jeanne M., sophomore; Tibbets, Kathy A., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Todd, Nancy E., junior; Tomaszewicz, Diane C., sophomore; Tompkins, Carol J., sophomore; Tool, Barbara A., junior; Torrens, Gene L., junior; Travis, Kathy K., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Treaster, Beth A., freshman; Treat, Margaret E., freshman; Tripp, Debbie, freshman; Trusty, Teresa D., freshman; Tucker, Cindy H., freshman; Turner, Nancy A., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Tyree, Tom W., sophomore; Ubben, Joyce A., freshman; Umn, Edem C., sophomore; Ulmer, Dorothy S., sophomore; Urban, Rose M., junior; Urwiller, Daniel G., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Ury, Pamela S., freshman; Uyoe, Imeh W., freshman; Valdez, Eloise A., sophomore; Vancura, Sharon A., freshman; VanPelt, Connie S., sophomore; Van Sickle, John D., freshman.

SEVENTH ROW—Vapenik, Janet S., sophomore; Vaughn, Lynn A., freshman; Vaughn, William M., junior; Vest, Patricia A., freshman; Vetter, Jeanine C., junior; Vierk, Janice M., junior.

EIGHTH ROW—Vincent, Cheryl L., sophomore; Voboril, Linda A., junior; Vogt, Bonnie L., freshman; Von Spreckelsen, M. Jane, freshman; Volkmer, Deborah E., freshman; Von Rein, Andrew J., junior.

BOTTOM ROW—Von Rein, Mary F., freshman; Vorderstrasse, Dianne, junior; Waddle, Boni L., sophomore; Waddle, Dennis L., sophomore; Wagoner, Julia L., sophomore; Wakelin, Joanne N., freshman.
Underclassmen Wa-Zy

TOP ROW—Walbert, Anita M., sophomore; Waldmann, Paula J., sophomore; Waldo, Bruce L., freshman; Walker, Cheryl L., freshman; Walker, LeRoy K., junior; Waller, Timm O., junior.

SECOND ROW—Walrod, Carol, freshman; Walsh, Elizabeth F., freshman; Walter, Alfred F., freshman; Walters, Jay M., sophomore; Waltz, Dena J., sophomore; Warner, Patricia A., freshman.

THIRD ROW—Warnick, Carry J., junior; Warnke, Diane C., freshman; Warren, Bonnie J., freshman; Watson, Catherine M., freshman; Watson, Janice D., sophomore; Watson, Sharalin L., freshman.

FOURTH ROW—Watson, Charlotte A., freshman; Watts, Marsha A., freshman; Weber, Erlene R., freshman; Weedin, Gene L., sophomore; Weeks, Shelley K., freshman; Wedge, Roland E., sophomore.

FIFTH ROW—Wegner, LaNelle K., sophomore; Weigel, Jeanne L., freshman; Weight, Debra A., freshman; Weight, Donna J., freshman; Welch, Suzanne M., freshman; Wells, Deanna P., junior.

SIXTH ROW—Werner, Jerry D., freshman; Wheeler, Larry D., freshman; Whitten, Susanne K., freshman; Wiltse, Robert J., freshman; White, Marialine, sophomore; White, Keith R., sophomore.

SEVENTH ROW—Wiederspan, Linda M., sophomore; Wilcox, Patricia J., sophomore; Wilcox, Deloras A., freshman; Wieland, Elizabeth E., sophomore; Wiest, Colette M., junior.

EIGHTH ROW—Williams, Allen R., sophomore; Williams, Cindy S., freshman; Williams, Jennifer L., freshman; Williams, Marcelle C., junior; Wilke, Deborah D., junior; Wilson, Deborah J., freshman.

NINTH ROW—Wilson, Henry O., sophomore; Wilson, Kathy R., sophomore; Wilson, Patricia J., freshman; Wilson, Ray R., sophomore; Wilson, Sue A., freshman; Winkler, David L., freshman.
TOP ROW—Winterfeld, Julie H., freshman; Wise, Judy L., freshman; Withers, Martin D., freshman; Witt, Connie A., freshman; Witt, Richard C., sophomore; Wittgren, Joe L., junior.

SECOND ROW—Wittwer, Marcia A., junior; Woerner, Linda D., freshman; Wolf, Judith, freshman; Wolfe, Lance D., junior; Wollenburg, Jolene A., sophomore; Woodward, James T., junior.

THIRD ROW—Worley, Valeri, freshman; Wrage, Jon D., freshman; Wrede, Maria M., sophomore; Wright, Beverly A., sophomore; Wright, Renate M., freshman; Yant, Carolyn J., sophomore.

FOURTH ROW—Yelken, Carolyn R., junior; Yentes, Becky J., freshman; Yentes, Steven K., sophomore; Ykl, Diane L., freshman; Young, Jana R., freshman; Younker, Timothy R., freshman.

FIFTH ROW—Yung, Wilda, sophomore; Zabel, Howard, sophomore; Zahourek, James J., freshman; Zehr, Rosalie J., sophomore; Zeleski, Yvonne M., sophomore; Zepnek, Pamela S., freshman.

BOTTOM ROW—Ziggafoos, Donna J., freshman; Zigler, Marilyn K., junior; Zmek, Alan D., freshman; Zochol, Sally E., freshman; Zwink, Jolene L., freshman; Zyntek, Sharon K., sophomore.
Jobs are scarce
For KSC grads

Many seniors found it difficult to "make it" on their own after graduation this year. The reason for this is because jobs are becoming harder to secure.

Of those graduates who registered with the Placement Bureau, only 20% were successful in finding a job. "The reason for this small amount of employment of students, is because existing teachers are hanging on to their jobs; they know they can be replaced," stated Mr. Paul Wilmot, Director of the Placement Services.
Seniors Ab-Bi

TOP ROW—Abernethy, Daniel K., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Adams, Cathy M., Elm Creek, Mathematics; Adams, Rod G., Springfield, Art; Almqist, Linda L., Trenton, Art; Andersen, Roger W., Curtis, Sociology.

SECOND ROW—Andersen, Sara J., Wallace, Elementary Education; Anderson, Eileen S., Holdrege, Spanish; Anderson, Sheila L., Kearney, French; Apple, Dan C., York, Industrial Arts; Aquino, Madalena T., Concepcion, Paraguay, Architecture.

THIRD ROW—Araujo, Paulette, Lexington, Geography; Badura, Adrianna K., Ashton, Elementary Education; Baker, Cynthia L., Kearney, Journalism; Baker, Janet M., Grand Island, Social Science; Bakewell, Charlene L., Beatrice, Art.

FOURTH ROW—Banks, Larry L., Nebhawka, Industrial Arts; Bancroft, Donald D., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Barron, Carlos E., Paxton, Business Administration; Battershell, Jennifer, North Platte, Elementary Education; Bauer, Jerry V., McCook, Business.

FIFTH ROW—Bengtson, Larry W., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Benuh, Connie A., Potter, English; Berg, Janet A., Columbus, Art; Bergsten, Gary L., Minden, Business; Berthold, Robert L., Grand Island, Speech.

SIXTH ROW—Bess, Ronda R., North Platte, Elementary Education; Bessey, May O., Kearney, Sociology; Bickett, Ruth A., North Platte, Business; Bishop, Janes D., Grant, Mathematics; Bishop, Sandra K., Gibbon, Business Education.
Seniors Bl-Da

TOP ROW—Blake, Geral A., Grand Island, Economics; Blincow, Carol J., Arnold, Business Education; Boe, Gary L., Norfolk, Mathematics; Boelter, Fred R., Lynch, Physical Education; Bogner, James L., Lexington, Business Administration.

SECOND ROW—Bohling, Debra L., Davenport, English; Borden, Robert D., Holdrege, Math-Physics; Brackhan, Doug G., Cordova, Mathematics; Braner, Francine K., Holdrege, Journalism; Bredenkamp, Rodney E., Grand Island, History.

THIRD ROW—Bredenkamp, Richard L., Grand Island, Business; Broberg, Richard J., Holdrege, Physical Education; Brown, Barbara L., Broken Bow, Business Education; Brown, David L., Beaver City, Mathematics; Brown, Jerry W., Pleasanton, Business Administration.

FOURTH ROW—Brown, Nancy E., Edison, Home Economics; Brummer, Marlene A., Holdrege, Home Economics; Brummund, Debora B., Wood River, Home Economics; Buffington, Thomas J., Papillion, Industrial Arts; Bullock, Gail A., Beatrice, Elementary Education.

FIFTH ROW—Bullock, John E., Beatrice, Mathematics; Buss, Mary L., Beaver Crossing, Sociology; Buss, Iligars, Lincoln, Speech Pathology; Butler, Nathaniel, Omaha, Sociology; Butler, Sue E., Loup City, Elementary Education.

SIXTH ROW—Cabbara, Brad R., Deshler, Industrial Education; Callihan, Gloria G., Grand Island, Elementary Education; Calvert, Robert L., Lawrence, Kansas, Biology; Camp, Margaret A., Kearney, Business Education; Campbell, Alefa K., Kearney, Elementary Education.

BOTTOM ROW—Campbell, Kent L., Alliance, Business; Campbell, Pamela S., Berwyn, Elementary Education; Carlson, James A., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Carlson, Ricky D., Madison, English; Carmann, Larry M., Riverdale, Mathematics.
TOP ROW—Carpenter, David R., Schuyler, Physical Education; Casper, Shirley A., Hildreth, Secretarial; Casper, Ron E., Alma, Sociology; Cass, Jereta L., Beaver City, English; Chaney, Cathryn A., Millard, Elementary Education.

SECOND ROW—Chase, Alice M., Corvallis, Oregon, Art; Chase, Ernest G. Jr., North Platte, Physical Education; Chavez, Armand A., Scottsbluff, Biology; Clark, John W., Grand Island, Business Administration; Clausen, Jane K., Columbus, Sociology.

THIRD ROW—Clay, William J., Ainsworth, History-Political Science; Clemans, Norma J., Lexington, Elementary Education; Clymer, Steve L., Brady, Art; Codner, Anna Clair, Wood River, Physical Science; Coe, Karen K., Shickley, Education.

FOURTH ROW—Coryell, Stephen A., Broken Bow, Business Education; Coryell, Cheryl A., Broken Bow, Business Administration; Covall, Karin K., Lincoln, Business Education; Crowder, Bruce A., Hastings, Mathematics; Crumly, Ronald C., Page, Biology.

BOTTOM ROW—Darbro, Mike L., Aurora, Journalism; Darby, Karen L., Pleasanton, Elementary Education; Davidshofer, Ilene J., Bayard, Mathematics; Davis, Lyle W., Gothenburg, Physical Science; Davis, Renee S., Bertrand, Physical Education.
Seniors De-Ha

TOP ROW—Deaver, Dan G., Sidney, Mathematics; Denman, Becky M., Alda, Home Economics; Deyle, Jeanne M., Kearney, English; Dillion, George M., Cozad, Business; Dircksen, Michael E., North Platte, Mathematics.

SECOND ROW—Dixon, Lela J., Republican City, Geography-History; Dowse, Willa J., Broken Bow, Elementary Education; Duncan, Carol A., Inavale, English; Duncan, Patrick A., Minden, Journalism; Dorak, Bonnie J., Wilber, Elementary Education.

THIRD ROW—Edson, Bernice R., Pleasanton, Education; Ehly, David T., Sutton, German; Eifert, Nancy J., McCook, Elementary Education; Ekanem, Okon A., Kearney, Physical Education; Ele, Shirley A., McCook, Home Economics.

FOURTH ROW—Emrich, Susan J., Norfolk, Journalism; Enderle, Patricia E., Aurora, Mathematics; Essex, Chip T., Kearney, Business; Etzelmiller, Bob E., Minden, Biology; Ewers, Dan R., St. Paul, Business.

TOP ROW—Fenster, Carol B., Kearney, Biology; Feree, Maralyce L., Bradshaw, Art; Flesh, Margaret J., Gothenburg, Physical Education; Filder, Janet M., Table Rock, Physical Education; Flodine, Jim D., Kearney, Business Administration.

SECOND ROW—Folk, Larry W., Mullen, Art; Fore, Marilyn R., Grand Island, Music; Foreman, Jeffrey E., Kearney, Business; Foster, Verjean L., Lexington, Elementary Education; Frew, Richard K., Loomis, Industrial Arts.

THIRD ROW—Friskopf, Paul R., Minden, Business; Funk, Dan B., Kearney, Business; Gade, Sharon K., Grand Island, French; Gall, Beverly J., Madison, Elementary Education; Galloway, Oscar E., Bladen, Business Administration.

FOURTH ROW—Gardner, Ann L., Overton, Biology; Garringer, Nancy L., Kearney, Elementary Education; Geiger, Sharon A., Kearney, Elementary Education; Gleeson, Bill H., Monroe, Mathematics; Goddken, Sonja R., Republican City, Mathematics.

FIFTH ROW—Godfrey, Betty L., Colby, Kansas, Elementary Education; Goodwin, Linda M., Grand Island, French; Grabner, Charles H., Hastings, Business Administration; Graff, Charles T., Tecumseh, Business Education; Graves, Chuck W., Gering, Industrial Arts.

SIXTH ROW—Graves, Jerry B., Palisade, Industrial Arts; Green, Bonnie L., Kearney, French; Griess, Earl M., Sutton, Industrial Arts; Gull, Pamela S., McCook, Elementary Education; Guyer, Leon O., York, Social Science.

SEVENTH ROW—Hammond, Jeanne M., Gering, Elementary Education; Hanna, John E., Alliance, Business; Hanson, Janet L., Smithfield, Physical Education; Hanson, C. David, Bertrand, Business Administration; Hopp, Rosemary A., Greeley, Home Economics.

BOTTOM ROW—Hardesty, Jan L., Stapleton, Physical Education; Hartman, Gary L., Kearney, Physical Education; Harvey, Alfred S., Stapleton, Industrial Arts; Hassett, Kathleen M., Mullen, Elementary Education; Hauschild, Pam L., Ravenna, Physical Education.
Seniors Ha-Kr

TOP ROW—Hayes, Randy L., Bartley, Music; Heaton, Stephen D., McCook, Business Administration; Heine, Douglas K., York, Business Administration; Hemmingsen, Julene J., Grand Island, Recreation; Henrikson, Keith H., Sutton, English.

SECOND ROW—Hergenrader, Barbara J., Scottsbluff, Elementary Education; Herron, Sheryl J., Omaha, Elementary Education; Hessel, Linda K., Grand Island, French; Hilty, Gary L., Lexington, Industrial Arts; Hoag, Myron W., Lincoln, Industrial Education.

THIRD ROW—Hodson, Sally R., Sargent, Elementary Education; Hoelsl, Stephen F., Callaway, Geography-History; Hoffman, Jan M., Kearney, English; Hollinger, Norma L., Beaver City, Social Science; Holmes, Dennis J., Sargent, Business Administration.

FOURTH ROW—Holmes, Janice L., Taylor, Elementary Education; Holsten, Kent M., Minden, Business; Horst, Berhard E., Doniphan, Business Administration; Horsl, Margene L., North Platte, Elementary Education; Hough, Don A., Kearney, Business Administration.

BOTTOM ROW—Hubert, Christina L., McCook, Physical Education; Hudson, Mike R., North Loup, Business; Hudson, Pam M., Scotts, Speech Therapy; Hudson, Randal E., Kearney, History; Hummel, Larry L., Fairbury, Mathematics.
TOP ROW—Husa, Joyce L., Hebron, Elementary Education; Iwan, Tim E., Duncan, Mathematics; Jack, Patrick J., Cozad, Mathematics; Jacobitz, Ronald E., Blue Hill, Industrial Arts; Jacobson, Sonja A., North Platte, Elementary Education.


FIFTH ROW—Karr, Ronald J., Holstein, Industrial Arts; Kaup, Daniel R., Albion, Industrial Arts; Kayl, Julie A., Hemingford, English; Kealher, Carolyn S., Polk, Home Economics; Kelly, Mike J., Sutherland, Business Education.

SIXTH ROW—Killham, G. Dan, Central City, Physical Education; Kissack, Jack L., Beatrice, Physical Education; Kittle, Janet R., Orleans, Music; Kittle, Kent F., North Platte, Music; Klahn, Bernard D., Minden, Biology.

SEVENTH ROW—Klingelhofer, Kerry, Amherst, English; Knutson, Stephen M., Kimball, Business Education; Koch, Linda L., Campbell, Business Education; Korb, Karen S., Arapahoe, Art; Korte, Donald V., Broken Bow, History.

BOTTOM ROW—Krause, Steven E., Gasley, Industrial Education; Krejci, Carol L., Omaha, History; Kring, Kathy A., Axtell, Physical Education; Kring, Linda T., Platt Center, Elementary Education; Krull, Carol L., Glendive, Elementary Education.
Seniors Ku-Mo

TOP ROW—Kugler, Janet K., Cozad, Mathematics; Lallman, C. Mark, Nickerson, French; Landreth, James A., Ansley, History; Larrick, James R., Bladen, Mathematics; Laue, Lorin E., Amherst, Industrial Arts.

SECOND ROW—Leggott, Betty K., Holdrege, Elementary Education; Leibrandt, Diana B., Oberlin, Kansas, Elementary Education; Leibrandt, Charles M., Imperial, Industrial Education; Leth, Barbara J., Grand Island, Elementary Education; Lewis, Kathleen A., Bellevue, Elementary Education.

THIRD ROW—Lieh, Kenneth D., O’Neill, Business; Lieske, David L., Upland, Chemistry; Lindgren, Beverly J., Holdrege, Journalism; Linke, John C., Ord, Physical Education; Lippire, Carolyn J., Overton, Business Education.

FOURTH ROW—Lippire, Peter D., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Lisie, Frank V., Wynmore, Industrial Arts; Liston, Linda C., Nickerson, Speech Therapy; Livingston, Leslie F., Kearney, Biology; Logan, Robert A., Plainview, Physical Education.

BOTTOM ROW—Long, John C., Amherst, French; Luebbe, Darrell D., Seward, Speech; Lumbery, Karen A., Grand Island, Elementary Education; Mabon, David R., Phillips, Physical Education; Mabon, Terri G., Lincoln, Elementary Education.
TOP ROW—Magnuson, Betty J., Columbus, Elementary Education; Mathewson, Thetta J., Potter, Elementary Education; Maxfield, Ann B., Kearney, Radio-Television; Maxfield, Jeff L., Waugeta, Business Administration; Maxon, Beverly M., Elwood, Home Economics.

SECOND ROW—Maxon, James A., Eustis, Business Administration; May, Karen, Callaway, Elementary Education; McCormick, Nancy K., Grant, Elementary Education; McDonald, Ruth A., Kearney, Physical Education; McGahan, Beth A., North Platte, Business Education.

THIRD ROW—McGee, John L., Oxford, Sociology; McGreer, Mary M., Big Springs, Elementary Education; McVittie, Scott, Kearney, Speech Education; Meister, Linda M., Osceola, Elementary Education; Melbye, Deborah A., Wilcox, Elementary Education.

FOURTH ROW—Melbye, Ron D., Kearney, Business Administration; Mettenbrink, Dave J., Grand Island, Journalism; Metzger, John V., Alma, Mathematics; Metzger, Katherine K., Alma, Mathematics; Michal, Sandra L., Dalton, Business Education.

FIFTH ROW—Miller, Evelyn E., Undalila, Home Economics; Miller, Jacqueline C., Genoa, Elementary Education; Misik, Judith B., Grand Island, Elementary Education; Mitchell, Sharon K., Amelia, Elementary Education; Mohatt, Theresa L., Sidney, Elementary Education.

SIXTH ROW—Molt, Mary K., Spalding, Dietetics; Mooney, Wayne R., Grand Island, Chemistry-Physics; Moors, James R., Greeley, Journalism; Moore, John A., Kimball, Physical Education; Morris, Bev A., Mason City, Mathematics.

BOTTOM ROW—Muckel, Mary E., Bloomington, French-Sociology; Mucklow, Bonnie M., Franklin, Home Economics; Myers, Nickia A., Kearney, Elementary Education; McKee, Jacqueline K., Denver, Colorado, Elementary Education; Neale, Norma R., Trenton, Home Economics.
Seniors Ne-Sc


SIXTH ROW—Peters, Sandra, Oakland. Elementary Education; Petersen, Shirley M., Central City. Physical Education; Peterson, Diane K., Minden. Business; Peterson, Mary H., Blue Hill. English; Phifer, Marsha K., Loop City. Music.

TOP ROW—Posta, Vicky E., Ravenna, Speech; Radatz, Gale E., Sidney, Mathematics; Rasmussen, Susan K., North Platte, English; Rehnberg, Richard J., Holdrege, Physical Education; Reichstein, George M., Thrubuf, Business Administration.

SECOND ROW—Renter, Dehn A., Grand Island, Mathematics; Richert, Julie N., Waco, Home Economics; Richey, June L., Kearney, Elementary Education; Richmond, Don J., Elwood, English; Richstatter, James A., Osmond, German.

THIRD ROW—Riemer, James R., Butte, Business Administration; Robeson, Raymond E., Holbrook, Speech Pathology; Roesener, Eldon A., Kearney, Industrial Arts; Roettger, Gloria J., North Platte, Business; Roosmann, Margaret A., Hastings, Elementary Education.

FOURTH ROW—Rosenthal, Dale E., Creston, Business; Rosier, Ken V., Bartley, History; Rosso, Margaret C., Clarks, Elementary Education; Rubenthaler, Linus K., Colorado Springs, Colorado, History; Rudloff, John B., Ansley, Industrial Arts.

BOTTOM ROW—Russell, Sally, North Platte, Sociology; Rutar, Robert E., Grand Island, Mathematics-Physics; Sandstrom, Barry G., Bertrand, Business Education; Scanlon, Edward B., Kearney, Psychology; Schneider, Clif L., Kearney, Biology.
Seniors Sa-Tr

TOP ROW—Sanger, Alan F., Franklin, Industrial Arts; Scheer, Carol J., Madison, Physical Education; Schlesinger, Wayne L., Shelby, Business Administration; Schmeckle, Marlene L., Cozad, English; Schmidt, Mary L., Grand Island, Sociology.

SECOND ROW—Schneider, Kathy K., Ravenna, Elementary Education; Schrock, Sharon H., Elm Creek, Elementary Education; Schroettin, Steve L., Sutton, Business Administration; Schulte, Carol A., Bruning, Music; Schulz, Sharon K., York, Business Education.

THIRD ROW—Sealey, Barb M., Ravenna, Physical Education; Sealey, Dick L., Polk, Recreation; Sedlik, Ronald J., Columbus, History; Sell, Jim H., Papillon, Physical Education; Sell, Merilee, Arcadia, Physics Education.

FOURTH ROW—Senff, Steve W., Hampton, History; Shafer, Karen R., Trumbull, Special Education; Shanks, Patricia L., North Platte, Mathematics; Short, Gayle F., North Platte, Physical Education; Shurigar, Gary E., Kenesaw, Business Education.

FIFTH ROW—Shurigar, Heidi L., Omaha, Home Economics; Silvers, Terry J., Kearney, Business; Simon, Janet L., Burwell, Elementary Education; Simpson, Debby A., Omaha, Art; Simpson, Gary J., Kearney, Business Education.

BOTTOM ROW—Sims, Gary A., North Bend, Industrial Management; Sims, Janet K., Alma, History; Skiles, Rita J., Huntley, English; Skiles, Rostal M., Alma, Physical Education; Slagels, Carol J., Sargent, History.
TOP ROW—Slagle, Gloria M., Sargent, Home Economics; Slusarski, Janice E., Monroe, Home Economics; Small, Eldonna M., Kearney, Elementary Education; Spencer, Craig B., Palisade, Journalism; Spencer, David E., Bridgeport, Speech.

SECOND ROW—Spencer, Kathy A., Kearney, Biology; Stahl, Gaylen D., Harvard, Business Administration; Stahl, Richard J., Kimball, Physical Education; Steger, Eulala J., Lewellen, Elementary Education; Stolle, Connie S., Grand Island, Business Education.

THIRD ROW—Stone, Lynette F., Gering, English; Psychology; Stuhmer, Calvin D., Hildreth, Mathematics; Thayer, Marlea A., Grant, Home Economics; Thuye, Janelle L., Fairbury, English; Thiemann, Bill J., Grand Island, Biology.

FOURTH ROW—Thompson, Jonie R., Elsie, Elementary Education; Thomas, Ann K., Mitchell, History; Sociology; Thomas, Beverly E., Denver, Colorado, Speech Therapy; Thompson, Lary L., Curtis, Business Education; Thorne, Jeanne L., York, Business Education.

BOTTOM ROW—Tieso, Mary K., Exeter, Elementary Education; Tikemeier, Myron L., Wilcox, English; Tocek, Alicia J., Loup City, Political Science; Toepfer, Eileen M., Blue Hill, Mathematics; Travis, Doyle L., Sidney, Industrial Arts.
Seniors Tr-Zo

TOP ROW—Triplett, Karen L., Sumner, Elementary Education; Tucker, Marcella A., Ogallala, Physical Education; Uden, Carolyn L., Jurniata, Elementary Education; Uden, Roy D., Hastings, Mathematics; Urban, Rose M., Randolph, English.

SECOND ROW—Vana, Vicki J., DeWitt, English; Vance, Vanetta J., Holdrege, Elementary Education; Vancura, Alan R., Ord, Mathematics; Van Meter, Julia A., Arapahoe, English; Van Meter, Steve M., Arapahoe, Elementary Education.

THIRD ROW—Van Pelt, Dennis D., Clarks, Business Administration; Vokoun, Janet C., Pleasanton, Home Economics; Volkmer, Carolyn R., Waverly, English; Vogel, Gary J., Kearney, Business Administration; Vorderstrasse, Marvin O., Kearney, Industrial Arts.

BOTTOM ROW—Vrbka, Susan J., Shelby, Elementary Education; Walker, LeRoy R., Ainsa, Mathematics; Walters, Kyla M., Colberton, Home Economics; Warnke, Kathleen A., Kearney, Elementary Education; Watson, Patricia A., Omaha, Mathematics.
TOP ROW—Weber, Ronald D., Madison, History; Weckbach, Ed C., Ord, Business Administration; Sturtevant, Stephen W., Oxford, Education & History; May, Roger C., Hayes Center, Business.

SECOND ROW—Wessels, Elaine K., Inavale, Home Economics; Whitten, Bruce C., Cozad, Sociology; Wickman, Mary A., Orleans, Elementary Education; Widick, Dan L., Fernam, Biology; Williams, Jerry L., Nora, Business Administration.

THIRD ROW—Wilson, Charles W., Grafton, North Dakota, Political Science; Winchell, Sharon L., North Platte, Speech Therapy; Wissmann, Darrel L., Ewwood, Industrial Arts; Wixson, Judy A., Grand Island, Home Economics; Wojtalewicz, Lawrence J., Ashton, Geography.

FOURTH ROW—Womeldorf, Howard R., Bellevue, Business Administration; Womak, Robert D., Blue Hill, Business Education; Workman, J. Michael, Table Rock, Physical Education; Yoneyama, Susan K., Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, Elementary Education; Young, Roger A., Beatrice, Industrial Arts.

BOTTOM ROW—Zajicek, Lynn, Lincoln, French; Zamzow, Steve D., Kearney, Accounting; Zeloski, Barbara R., Lexington, Business Education; Zikmund, Sally K., Kearney, Physical Education; Zoerb, Ronald L., Callaway, History.
OUT OF the five billion people in this world, why was it you? Why were you standing there when I needed? Why did you help me put my world back together? Why do you give a damn if I make it or not?

There's no need for you to answer. I already know it wasn't love—not the kind the world sells anyway. Thank you. Because of you, I can be me now, I'm not afraid anymore.

You gave me something that I was going to throw away; my life. Maybe two of us CAN change the world after all.
HI WORLD, I'm back, and I've got the sheepskin you sent me after. Tough? Yes, there were a couple of dragons to slay—fear of thought and fear of success—but I've killed them, in myself anyway.

I'm ready now to work with you. I won't become one of you though, I like myself.

Egotism? No, I just know I'm worth something. Oh, so is everyone else, when they're themselves and not playing the "hollow man" for you. But world, I won't play-act to curry your favor. I'll be me or I'll find someplace else to be.

I know it was your ship I used to get the "Golden Fleece" but I'm still me, and when you can change that, I'll be dead. Shall we get to work now?
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In Retrospect

Now as I sit here doing the very last page of the book I feel strangely apprehensive. We have tried to include the things that make Kearney State College what it is. But I'm wondering what we left out; what we said in the wrong way; what we didn't say at all.

In the past few years KSC has become a very complex system with very complex people whose main goal in life is to find their head; to really get it together.

I hope we have included a small part of these complex people in this book. I hope we have provided an insight to what college society is all about.

Editing this book was a much tougher job than I had anticipated but I learned a lot about life, about people and about myself. I had an imaginative staff who were sometimes hard to hold back but who turned out fantastic work once they learned how to tolerate the quirks and personality differences of their co-workers. A second year editor plus a more-or-less second year staff plus a new advisor created problems none of us thought possible.

But now the dust is settling, the photo assignment sheet is falling off the bulletin board and the tables are being cleared for bridge. It's all over and this is the result. Good-bye KSC! Hello LIFE!

Sue Emrich
editor